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Abstract 

 

Strengthening Reinforced Concrete (RC) girder/beams are required due to design errors, deficient 

concrete production, bad execution processes, damage due to earthquake, accidents such as 

collisions, fire, explosions, and situations involving changes in the functionality of the structure.  

 

This study presents numerical investigation of as built and U-shaped strengthened 8 girders of size 

12.6m span and 400 mm x 780 mm cross sections subjected to monotonic loading.  The girders 

were reproduced from ERA Bridge Manual. Also, experimental result reported in literature was 

used for validation analysis to verify accuracy of developed ANSYS finite element models. U-

shaped strengthening with four different material options such as Rebar Steel/Carbon Steel, Alloy 

Steel, Mild steel, and Stainless Steel; and two different strengthening material thickness 

parameters were studied.  

 

FE results showed U-shaped strengthening offered excellent improvement in strength and 

ductility. As compared to control, U-shaped strengthening resulted in 46.5% and 34.1% increase 

in ultimate load-carrying capacity of a girder for 8mm and 4mm retrofitting material thickness 

respectively. Also, the maximum stress intensity gain is reported as 34.1% for 8mm thickness 

plates and 31.4% for 4mm thick plates.  

Keywords: Strengthening, Steel Jacketing, Ductility, finite element analyses FEA, ANSYS                   

simulation              
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CHAPTER ONE  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the study 

 For several years, the strengthening and rehabilitation of reinforced concrete structures are 

becoming increasingly important in construction. There are several factors that may be necessary 

to strengthen or repair a structure: corrosion of steel reinforcement, concrete cracking, changes in 

assignment that imposes new burdens, development standards accidents (chock against an element 

of the structure), damaged caused by an earthquake, the extending of the life of a structure, etc. 

Also the need for strengthening a reinforced concrete t-beam or a number of beams in 

a structure is usually caused by problems due to degradation of characteristics of materials with 

time, corrosion of materials used, reduction in cross section, , wrong initial design or the increase 

in the load demand on the building when its utilized for a new purpose other than it was intended 

to. These problems may lead to the existing structural components directly mainly, steel bars in 

the beam to become unsafe and/or insufficient. In such cases, there are a number of solutions to be 

applied to make them safe or sufficient enough to bear the load that the beam or girder supposed 

to bear. Jacketing of RC beams is done by enlarging the existing cross-section with a new layer of 

concrete or other strong materials which gives the structure extra strength. 

Structural rehabilitation brings a structure or a structural member to a specified safety and 

performance level. Depending on state of a structure or structural members, rehabilitation can be 

divided into two categories: Repair and Strengthening. Repair is the rehabilitation of a damaged 

structure or a structural member, on the other hand strengthening is upgrading an undamaged 

structure or the member. One popular solution to the problem of strengthening old reinforced 

concrete (RC) structures is to place jackets around the structural elements. Jackets have been 

constructed using concrete jacketing, steel jacketing, precast concrete jacketing, external pre-

stressing and FRP wrapping.  

        Different researchers have employed various methods of jacketing for reinforced concrete 

beams and attempted to find alternative materials that would solve this problem, like non-metallic 

materials, especially fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) and metallic materials, steel. Steels have 

https://civildigital.com/?faqs=effective-depth-beams-slabs-calculated
https://civildigital.com/major-parts-reinforced-concrete-buildings-framed-structures/
https://civildigital.com/effects-corrosion-reinforcement-signs-preventive-measures/
https://civildigital.com/calculation-loads-building-modeling-structure-load-calculation-design-building-excel-spreadsheet/
https://civildigital.com/steel-connection-simple-connections-moment-connections/
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many qualities: a considerably low weight, a high tensile strength, flexibility, enabling them to 

take many shapes, good durability, and low thickness. Whenever there is a need to reinforce the 

resistance of beam against the practical moment or the shear stress, steel plates are provided and 

attached to the these beams after they are designed with the appropriate size, thickness and other 

parameters. The technique first the surface of concrete where the plates are supposed to be 

attached, is cleaned. After that, the surface is coated with a bonding epoxy material to enhance 

bondage between the beam and the newly added material that supposed to increase the beams 

strength. Holes are made in the concrete surface as well as in the plates and a layer of epoxy mortar 

of thickness of up to 5mm is placed on top of plates. These steel plates are then attached to the 

concrete with the help of bolts. Then all the necessary anti corrosion paintings and treatments are 

applied to the steel plates. 

         The jacketing of RC beams/girders was also done by using additional U-shaped steel and for 

connection between lateral and longitudinal reinforcement bar of old and steel beam welding were 

introduced. Also the steel was connected to the adjacent slab or other structural members by 

connectors specially, bolts.  Better mechanical behavior of the jacketed RC beams was observed 

as compared to that for ordinary RC beams of the same dimensions, despite the fact that the core 

parts of the jacketed RC beams were damaged. It is essential to find more information on behavior 

of RC beams when jacketed using different methods of jacketing in order to avail overall 

enhancement of its performance. Therefore, eight RC beams/girders of 12m span and 380 mm x 

784 mm was studied by Numerical Finite Element Method in the present investigation. The surface 

of all beams is kept treated by anti-corrosion chemicals to prevent corrosion on the newly deployed 

steel jackets. One ERA Bridge Manual with a dimensions stated above have been considered as 

the control beam. Four different procedures have been employed for jacketing of the RC beams. 

These procedures include use of Rebar Steel/Carbon Steel, Alloy Steel, Mild steel and Stainless 

Steel with at least two thickness parameters.  

   This thesis work concerns in particular, the study of girder strength behavior resulting from 

the strengthening effect provided by different steel type with different thickness. The gains in 

strength and deformation of the concrete are evaluated and analyzed. This up-to-date topic is of 

major interest in the field of construction and materials, taking into account criteria of 

sustainability, resilience, and vulnerability in the design of elements of reinforced concrete 

structures. 

https://civildigital.com/shear-connector-composite-construction-types-design-requirements-testing/
https://civildigital.com/axial-capacity-of-steel-column-or-strut/
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1.2 Statement of the problem 

Many bridges and buildings beams are highly prone to different loads which are due to diverse 

surrounding effects. These effects might be, extra load influence, concrete cracking, collision or 

impact forces, corrosion of reinforcement bars, damages caused by earthquake/seismic 

consequence, intended service/role changes, ending lifetime etc. which leads compromising of its 

flexural & shear strength, deformations and deflection surviving abilities. And these beams have 

a specific amount of strength to withstand all the pressures imposed by the above effects and may 

not resist it. Therefore, numerical Finite Element Method investigation for strengthening of beams 

by steel jacketing are needed to be upgraded and respond to any possible damages. 

1.3 Objectives 

The goal of this study is to strengthen a beam by modeling it with steel jacketing. 

1.3.1 Main Objective 

The main objectives of this study is to undertake strengthening of a beam/girder via u-section 

steel jacketing:  

1.3.2 Specific Objective 

This study is intended to evaluate the following specific matters.  

i. To quantify performance gains of a girder beam by using steel retrofitting. 

ii. Comparative study of the bare RC beam with steel jacketed.  

iii. To study the performance of RC beam jacketed with different types of steels.  

iv. To differentiate and characterize steel types strengthening contribution in beam 

jacketing.  

v. What measures/options could be recommended to mitigate adverse impacts of 

different steel thicknesses. 

 

 

1.4 Research Questions or Hypothesis 

The following questions are important for this research:  

i. How much is the amount of flexural and shear strength, deformations and deflection 

abilities? 
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ii. What are the characteristics and difference of the bare RC girder/beam with steel jacketed 

joints? 

iii. What are the significance of identifying the performance of RC girder/beam jacketed with 

different types of steels? 

iv. How to differentiate and characterize steel type strengths in girder/beam jacketing? 

v. What measures/options could be recommended to mitigate adverse impacts of different 

steel thicknesses? 

1.5 Significance of the Study 

Practitioner, consultants, specialists and researchers can find the output of the work good and 

practicable. It will provide the following aspects 

 It will used as a quick solutions for beams that are damaged or affected by sudden natural 

disasters 

 May produce good awareness for engineers about the types of steel that will be used for 

beam jacketing  

 

1.6 Scope and limitation 

 The scope of present research work is limited to following structural considerations: 

I. Material property data and analysis of the beam is based on the new Era specs for 

the bare girder and for the jacketing steels, euro code was adopted. 

II. Other external loads on the structure interaction like lateral and seismic is neglected. 

III. Only selected beam girder in the ERA Manual is considered in the present study 

IV. The Girder under investigation is Monolithic RC structure 

                 

The main limitation is the capacity of computers to run the analysis that make this paper difficult 

to delivered on time with drawback of detailed knowledge about the analyzing software, ANSYS 

Mechanical APDL.  
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1.7. Thesis Organization 

 

This thesis consists of six chapters. The study focuses on load carrying capacity of an existing RC 

bridge girder designed to Era (Ethiopian Road Authority). Accordingly, inputs that are crucial in 

estimating load carrying capacity of these T-beam are discussed in each chapter of the study. 

The introduction and general background is presented in Chapter one. Various literatures 

concerning strengthening and retrofitting of beams are reviewed in Chapter two. Furthermore, 

types and strengthening materials with its procedures are discussed under this chapter. The 

methods s and material used to carry out this study are talk over under Chapter three. And also 

discussion about the girder analysis in general and the importance of beam analysis in this study 

are addressed. The main objective of the study is presented in Chapter four of this paper. In this 

chapter, load caring capacity are estimated based on the model using ANSYS software. In last 

chapter, On Chapter five conclusions and recommendations are presented. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. General 

Types of Beam jacketing 

Designers have to carefully consider the beam jacketing for the strength and the performance of 

parent beam under different types of loads that the beam is subjected to. Various literatures are 

reviewed in this chapter concerning the beam jacketing strengthening. Several existing jacketing 

models are categorized with respect to the type of underlying basic concept. Various researchers 

tried to develop these subject matter on experimental test results. 

2.2. Reviewed theories, equations and models  

 

Concrete Jacketing 

               Concrete jacketing is commonly used to increase the flexural strength of a beam by given 

that additional longitudinal steel to the composite section through use of a soffit jacket (Figure 2.1 

a) or a U-shaped jacket (Figure 2.1 b) where the vertical sides may only extend partway up. The 

degree of composite action is dependent on the load transfer along boundary between jacket and 

beam. Frequently, surface roughening, dowels, or bonding agents are employed to minimize the 

slippage between jacket and beam as illustrated in Figure 2.1, a and b.  

                 Compared to external steel elements or external post-tensioning, concrete jacket design 

is more like beam design with a larger section size that follows the same flexural design procedure. 

Also, the jacket provides a layer of defense against environmental effects. However, concrete 

jacketing has drawbacks including the labor intensive nature of preparing the beam interface and 

constructing the forming, increased section size, curing time, and dead weight.  

Nine representative studies were selected to evaluate four of the most common considerations, 

which are presented in the following section: factors impacting composite action, original beam 

stirrup details, initial damage level, and jacket concrete composition.   

            When looking at utilizing U connecting stirrups or V connecting bars for jacket anchorage, 

Ozturk and Ayvaz (2002) revealed that the V connecting bars had ~10% increased load capacity 
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and slightly worse energy dissipation with no trend on ductility. Also the load carrying capacities 

of the test beams produced with V connecting bars are better than those of the test beams produced 

with U connecting stirrups. In contrast to many design codes, Cheong and MacAlvey (2000) found 

that properly anchored, both the original and new stirrups contribute fully to the flexural capacity 

of the beam, reducing the number of stirrups required. This conclusion is limited to undamaged 

beams as the steel had not yielded before retrofit.  

            To increase tension capacity of jacket, jacket concrete admixtures have been tested. Adding 

in metallic glass ribbon fibers resulted in an 10-15% increase in the strength and improved the 

cracking pattern relative to normal concrete (Diab 1998). 

            Using strain hardening cementitious composites was similarly found by Hussein et al. 

(2012) to increase the strength by upwards of 30%; however, the ductility was significantly 

reduced.  

Many studies deal with undamaged beams, which may not always be the case in the field. There 

is consensus that the retrofit will increase the strength ≥50% beyond the original section and 

depending on the amount of steel yielding during initial loading, also increase the ductility (Ozturk 

and Ayvaz 2002, Altun 2004, Chalioris et al. 2012 ). The amount of difference relative to the same 

retrofit applied to an undamaged section was generally shown to be ≤10% for strength and energy 

dissipation (Ozturk and Ayvaz 2002).  

            With the exception of Cheong and MacAlvey (2000) who tested continuous span T-beams, 

the most likely beam configuration in the field, the remaining studies evaluate rectangular beams 

which are simply supported so the moment profile of the beam being repaired is likely to be 

different than the beams tested in the laboratory. Additionally, the studies which utilize a full jacket 

cannot be practically implemented in the field due to floor slabs restricting available space. 

a) Soffit jacket with surface roughening and dowels      b) U-jacket with bonding agent 

c) Steel Shear plate d) Vertical & inclined steel stripes e) Steel flexure plate with epoxy & bolts 

f) Vertical tendons     g) Inclined tendons h) Horizontal tendons 

Figure 2. 1 Different Beam strengthening ways by concrete jacketing, external steel elements, 

and external post-tensioning, (Alexander David Sichko (2017)  
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CFRP Jacketing 

         The use of FRP materials in flexural strengthening of reinforced concrete shallow beams has 

been investigated quite extensively in the past. The results of these investigations have 

demonstrated the effectiveness of different forms of FRP systems, namely sheet, strip and wrap to 

achieve the desired effects. Numerous experimental and analytical investigators directed their 

attention to study the fracture of plain concrete. On the contrary, much less attention, both on 

experimental and analytical levels, has been given to study the fracture behavior of reinforced 

concrete. Yannopoulos (1989) experimentally tested tensile concrete specimens 76 mm in 

diameter and 1000 mm long with one 16 mm deformed steel bar in the center of the specimen. A 

study on Strengthening of concrete beams by CFRP: Experimental study and finite element 

analysis by Ghernouti the  behavior  of  concrete beams  reinforced with  CFRP sheets  was  studied  

by  the  testing  and finite element analysis (FEA) outlined in this paper.  

The following conclusions were obtained 

- The  concrete  beam  reinforced  by  CFRP  showed  a  gain  in  flexural  strength  and displacement  

of  about  295%  and  247%,  respectively.  The composite materials offer elastic modulus and 

rigidity which can modify various behaviors of reinforced concrete, and improving its strength 

and ductility; 

- The failure mode observed on the test specimens of concrete reinforced by CFRP, has a 

significant improvement on prevention of macro-crack.   

 

Azad et al. (1989), Azad and Baluch (1990) and Ashmawi et al. (1993) conducted experimental 

tests on three-point bend reinforced concrete beams. Baluch et al. (1992) tested one beam size with 

two different reinforcing ratios. The effect of reinforcing steel bars was simulated by a closing 

force whose magnitude was determined by a compatibility condition. Ashmawi et al. (1993) and 

Baluch et al. (1992) modified this model to include the nonlinear behavior of concrete under 

compression. Bosco et al. (1990) investigated the minimum reinforcement in concrete beams. A 

similar analysis based on the fictitious crack model has been proposed by Grestel et al. (1992). 

External Steel  

       The most common external steel element for retrofit is introducing a steel plates. External 

steel elements are advantageous due to minimal section size increase and added weight. Using 
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such elements requires careful preparation of the steel and beam bonding interface, which is labor 

intensive. The use of epoxy and/or anchorage introduces new potential failure modes through shear 

peeling or bolt fracture, both of which are brittle. Unprotected steel elements may not be 

appropriate depending on the operating environment, thus limiting the number of applications.  

              Adnan Masri, Hisham Basha, and Oussama Baalbaki (2010) works their study on External 

confinement of reinforced concrete (R/C) members with structural steel sections. Flexural strengthening 

of reinforced concrete beams by exterior steel supports is among the most effective and suitable 

techniques.  A study is presented in this paper investigating the flexural behavior of R/C beams 

having T cross-sections partially confined (P/C) by a grouping of various steel members attached 

together by intermittent batten plates. According to this paper, test results revealed an improvement 

in the flexural performance, particularly in the post-yield range of loading, and ductility due to the 

proposed reinforcement of the steel confinement and partial composite effect.  

         Beam’s flexural strength is increased generally by affixing the plate to the soffit through 

epoxy and/or anchorage (Figure 2.1 e). If doing so changes the dominant failure mode to shear, or 

the beam is susceptible to brittle shear failure, plates (Figure 2.1 c), or vertical or inclined strips 

(Figure 2.1 d) can be similarly attached on the beam sides in the critical regions.  

              In general, it was found that minimizing the plate thickness and maximizing the plate 

depth to achieve the required cross-sectional area is best in to preserve ductility and reduce 

complexity of securing the plate. Utilizing a thin soffit plate, Aykac et al. (2013) and Hussain et 

al. (1995) demonstrated a ≥33% increase in strength and flexural failure mode without anchorage. 

Shear cracks can develop at the ends of the plates below the beam shear capacity and Oehlers 

(1992) presents a design method in light of this (Aykac 2013). If bolts are required and/or used to 

secure the plates, producing a balanced failure with the bolts, plate, and compressive concrete 

block can prevent brittle failure (Su et al. 2010).  

               Beams in the field frequently experience cyclic loading or may need to be retrofitted after 

yielding. Hussain et al. (1995) retrofitted beams which had sustained 85% of their ultimate load 

capacity. Thinner plates were found to be superior for achieving ductile failure modes and strength 

gains ≥30% over the original beam, which is consistent with reported increases for undamaged 

beams in other studies. Nie et al. (2011) fatigue tested steel plated sections and found that while 

the steel plates controlled the failure the calculated fatigue life was conservative by ≥50%.  
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           To simplify the design and labor needs for beam retrofit, external unbonded longitudinal 

bars may be used. Cairns and Rafeeqi (1997) demonstrated up to an 85% increase in flexural 

strength by mounting steel bars on the sides of the beam with anchors on the beam ends. 

Kothandaraman and Vasudevan (2010) placed the bars at the soffit face and improved the strength 

and ductility compared to the proposed side mounted bar method by Cairns and Rafeeqi . 

The following are some of solutions used: Tallying of steel bars to the main reinforcement 

without increasing the cross section of the beam:  

When the reinforcement bars in the beam is not proficient to carry the stresses applied to it, this 

process is done as per the figure below. In this technique, firstly the concrete cover is removed 

from both upper and lower steel bars. Then the steel bars are cleaned well to make it corrosion 

free and they are coated with a specific material which would prevent corrosion and other 

possible defects. Holes of 13mm diameter are made along the whole span of the beam under 

the slab with a spacing of 150-250mm. 

These holes are extended to the total width of the beam and are filled with an epoxy material with 

low viscosity. The steel connectors are installed for fastening or welded to the new stirrups. If the 

connection is by fastening, and in order to fasten the steel bars added to the beam, steel connectors 

are installed into the columns. The added stirrups are closed using steel wires and the new steel is 

installed into these stirrups. The surface is then coated with a bonding epoxy material. 

The concrete cover is poured over the new steel and the new stirrups. 

Addition of steel bars and increasing the cross section area of the concrete: This process is 

done when both main structural composition of the beam, which are the steel and the concrete, are 

not capable to bear or withstand the stresses on the beam due to the applied additional loads. The 

steps involved here are almost same as the above procedure which is as follows: 

Figure 2. 2 Holes in the span of a beam (www.theconstructor.org/structural-

engg/strengthening-of-reinforced-concrete-beams/1930/ Feb15, 2021) 

https://civildigital.com/?faqs=three-major-types-reinforcement-used-prestressing
https://civildigital.com/effects-corrosion-reinforcement-signs-preventive-measures/
https://civildigital.com/one-way-slabs-two-way-slabs-spanning-of-slabs-one-way-two-way-action/
https://civildigital.com/calculate-minimum-bar-spacing-bundle-bars-cast-in-place-concrete/
https://civildigital.com/shear-connector-composite-construction-types-design-requirements-testing/
https://civildigital.com/10-advantages-concrete-construction-material-concrete/
https://civildigital.com/simple-stresses-and-strains-civil-engineering-quiz/
http://www.theconstructor.org/structural-engg/strengthening-of-reinforced-concrete-beams/1930/
http://www.theconstructor.org/structural-engg/strengthening-of-reinforced-concrete-beams/1930/
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First, the concrete cover removed and after that cleaning the reinforcement steel is followed, 

coating it with the material which will prevent the corrosion. Making holes the whole span of beam 

with a spacing of about 150-250mm or by the analysis done, and to the full width under the slab. 

These holes are filled with low viscosity cement mortar. Steel connectors are installed to fasten 

the new stirrups for the purpose of connection and shear resistance. And in order to fasten the steel 

bars added to the beam steel connectors are installed in the columns. 

 

  Figure 2. 3 Strengthening of beam by addition of steel bars and increasing the cross-sectional 

area of concrete (www.theconstructor.org/structural-engg/strengthening-of-reinforced-concrete-

beams/1930/ Feb15, 2021) 

The new steel is installed in these stirrups and added stirrups are closed using steel wires.  Then 

the concrete surface is coated with a specific material which ensures the bond between the old 

concrete and new concrete just before pouring of concrete which is a low shrinkage concrete. 

 Adding steel plates to the beam: When there is a need to strengthen and reinforce the resistance 

of beam against the applied moment stress or the shear stress, steel plates are attached and 

introduced to the beams after they are investigated and designed with the appropriate size and 

thickness. For instance one method for these kinds of strengthening procedure is as follows: 

https://civildigital.com/effects-corrosion-reinforcement-signs-preventive-measures/
https://civildigital.com/?faqs=span-length-ratio-end-spanapproach-span-neighboring-inner-spans-usually-0-75
https://civildigital.com/buckling-columns-euler-theory-elastic-buckling/
http://www.theconstructor.org/structural-engg/strengthening-of-reinforced-concrete-beams/1930/
http://www.theconstructor.org/structural-engg/strengthening-of-reinforced-concrete-beams/1930/
https://civildigital.com/shear-connector-composite-construction-types-design-requirements-testing/
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First the surface of concrete where the plates are supposed to be attached and make a contact, is 

cleaned toughly. Then bonding epoxy material is applied & coated to that surface. Holes are made 

in the concrete surface as well as in the plates and a layer of epoxy mortar of thickness of 5mm is 

placed on top of plates. These steel plates are bolted and attached to the concrete. 

 

Figure 2. 4 Strengthening of beam by adding steel plates (www.theconstructor.org/structural-

engg/strengthening-of-reinforced-concrete-beams/1930/ Feb15, 2021) 

There are some cases where it’s necessary to reduce the load on the beam which needs 

strengthening before the above procedures are implemented. This reduction of loading can either 

be partial or complete unloading. This is possible by placing steel beams on top or below the 

concrete beam 

External Post-Tensioning  

            Relative to the other methods, external post-tensioning achieves similar performance gains 

while decreasing the total amount of material needed by utilizing tensioning forces. However, 

high-strength steel tendons are susceptible to corrosion and creep that may result in sudden failure.  

https://civildigital.com/axial-capacity-of-steel-column-or-strut/
http://www.theconstructor.org/structural-engg/strengthening-of-reinforced-concrete-beams/1930/
http://www.theconstructor.org/structural-engg/strengthening-of-reinforced-concrete-beams/1930/
https://civildigital.com/calculation-loads-building-modeling-structure-load-calculation-design-building-excel-spreadsheet/
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       There are three basic tendon configurations explored: vertical, inclined, and horizontal (Figure 

2.1 f, g, and h). These three profiles can be continuous along the span, or discontinuously placed 

in select regions. The tendons are typically secured with anchor bolts or strung between steel 

plates.  

       When increasing flexural strength, assuming shear will not control, placing horizontal tendons 

in the positive moment regions increased strength ≥38% while providing adequate ductility and 

stiffness at service level loading (Tan and Tjandra 2007). At ultimate loading, a parabolic shape 

overlapping at the interior supports was superior, but not drastically different. For shear strength 

focused retrofit, Kim et al. (2006) showed a 5-10% increase in strength for inclined tendons 

compared to vertical. Regardless of orientation, gains of 30-70% were realized.  

        The tensioning amount has been shown to have minimal impact once it exceeds the minimum 

amount of force required to close the shear cracks, which is dependent on the concrete compressive 

strength (Shamsai et al. 2007, Aravinthan 2006). Testing only under monotonically increased 

loading, Sirimontree et al. (2011) found that a 1640% increase in the tension force in the pre-

stressing strand only resulted in a < 10% increase in strength. However, Kim et al. (2006) found 

increases up to 18% strength as the tensioning force increased. Given that the tendons are typically 

being stressed between steel plates on the beam top and bottom, it is important to check the bearing 

area to not exceed the compressive capacity of the beam to avoid local crushing.  

         Initial damage level is important for post-tensioning as the method is frequently used to 

retrofit beams that have existing cracking or yielding. Using horizontal tendons, Aravinthan (2006) 

[5] found a 33% decrease in strength between no epoxy shear crack repair and repair. Shamsai et 

al. (2007) used vertical tensioning and found insignificant difference between an unrepaired beam 

and an uncracked control beam. El-Shafiey and Atta (2012) also used vertical tensioning and 

reported ≤ 70% decrease in strength relative to a crack repaired beam. While there is some 

disagreement in literature, it is recommended to do so given the cheap and quick nature of the 

repair. 

2.2 Reviewed related methods to the objectives 

Mainly the journal on experimental numerical investigation on ‘Behavior of T-shaped reinforced 

concrete beams partially confined by structural steel’ (B.Hamad et al. 2011) were soundly studied. 
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In this paper investigation of the flexural behavior of reinforced concrete beams having T cross-

sections partially confined (P/C) by a combination of various steel members connected together 

by intermittent batten plates the behavior of a partially confined beam with external structural steel 

is assumed to be partially-composite behavior rather than a fully-composite behavior.  

Although there is a full shear transfer between the flange of the R/C beam and the steel plates laid 

at the top face (compression side, in positive bending) of the beam due to the use of shear studs, 

there is no such shear transfer between the steel angles placed at the bottom face of the web (tension 

side, in positive bending) and the R/C beam mainly due to the absence of shear studs 

           (Mn)P/C = (Mn)R/C + (Mn)ST                                   (2.1) 

Where:  (Mn)P/C = Moment capacity of the partially confined beam 

       (Mn)R/C = Moment capacity of the reinforced concrete beam  

 (Mn)ST = Moment capacity of the steel jacket 

Mn)R/C, the moment capacity of the R/C beam is precisely determined using basic concepts for 

design of  T-sections as postulated in the ACI Building Code ACI 318-08 [10] as per Figure 2.6. 

Batten plates with shear studs which are used to connect as a bond between the steel plates and 
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Figure 2. 6 Determination of (Mn) R/C (B.Hamad et al. 2011) 

Figure 2. 5 Strengthening scheme of the T-beam cross-section (B.Hamad et al. 2011) 
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angles.  The jacketing steel sections selected for of the R/C beam comprises of the steel plates and 

angles at the top and bottom faces of the beam, respectively, and Analysis of the steel jacket is 

based on two possible failure mechanisms.   

 The longitudinal whole beam investigated in the paper is as follows 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.3 Reviewed related results to the objectives 

As per the above study a number of results are found. All specimens are tested as simple beams 

under two point loads 250 mm apart, and a clear span of 1500 mm.  

Experimental results for all specimens, 

Control R/C specimen, the behavior of the control reinforced concrete R/C specimen beam TS1 

sustained elastic up to a load of 26 KN and a deflection of 4.3 mm.  After that, the stiffness 

degradation was very sharp as expected, and the maximum measured load and the corresponding 

deflection were 31 KN and 48 mm, respectively. The load-deflection relationship of the specimen 

is shown in figure below.  

50mm 

2PLs 3x60 

2Ls 30x30x3 

Studs mm @ smm 

PLs 3x50@ smm 

2Ls 40x20x3 

Web 

Flange 

L = 1500mm 

200mm 

b. Longitudinal view 

  RC 

Beam 

Figure 2. 7 Views of the partially confined beam (B.Hamad et al. 2011) 
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Figure 2. 8 Load - Deflection of the reviewed experimental study (B.Hamad et al. 2011) 

 

 Partially Steel confined/restrained specimens 

Specimens, TS2, TS3, and TS4 are partly confined by a steel metal as seen in the below table 2.1 

and the elastic behavior of these partially confined specimens was almost identical.  The yield load 

varied between 44.2 and 52.7 KN, with the deflection extended between 7.2 mm and 8.1 mm 

respectively. The following situations are observed and noticed; 

 The elastic stiffness of the three specimens was almost equal to that of the control specimen 

TS1.  

 For the inelastic phase, the maximum measured loads and the corresponding maximum 

deflections were: 78 kN and 70 mm for specimen TS2; 81 kN and 80 mm for specimen 

TS3; and 100 KN and 105 mm for specimen TS4.  

 The strength degradation in specimens TS2 and TS3 was faster than that of specimen TS4 

due to fracture of several studs, resulting in weaker composite action.  

 The failure mode of specimens TS2 and TS3 was fracture in several studs close to the 

support, and for specimen TS4 was flexural as yielding was observed in the lower steel 

angles.  
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Table 2. 1 Loads and Deformation in the tested specimens ((B.Hamad et al. 2011) 

 

Interpretation of test results 

The supplementary jacketing on test results for all specimens reveal an enhancement in the flexural 

behavior of the control R/C specimen. The crack patterns of the tested specimens, indicate that the 

mode of failure of this type of “semi-composite” beams varied between “shear-flexural failure 

mode” in specimens TS2 and TS3 and “flexural failure mode” in specimen TS4.   

Flexural cracks at mid-span were initiated and propagated progressively towards the supports.  

Accordingly, the flexural behavior and failure modes of the partially confined P/C beams are much 

favorable in terms of ductility and failure mode. In the elastic range of loading, the R/C beam 

provided the majority of the overall stiffness with minimal contribution from the steel angles.  

Thus, the control as well as the P/C beams showed almost equal elastic stiffness. The yield load of 

the strengthened beams was greater than that of the R/C beam although of equal stiffness.  A 

logical interpretation for this result is that the curvature of the R/C beam forced the lower steel 

angles, which were not directly connected to the concrete, to bend and enhance the strength of the 

R/C beam. The steel jacket had in turn postponed cracking of concrete and yielding of the 

reinforcing steel in the R/C beam.  The reinforcing steel in the control R/C beam had yielded at a 

load of 26 kN, while the attained yield load in the P/C specimens was equal to 52.7 kN.  

In the inelastic range, after cracking of concrete and yielding of the reinforcing steel in the R/C 

beam, the stiffness of the P/C specimens was better than that of the R/C specimen, where the 

strength degradation was slower indicating the onset of composite action between the R/C beam 

and the steel jacket.  Stiffness reduction gradually occurred in the three jacketed beams.  The 

stiffness was mainly supplied by the steel jacket which provided partial confinement to the R/C 

Specimen 

# of 

Battens 

Per face 

% of Battens 

PLs to beam 

Length 

Experimental Values 

Py 

(kN) 

Δy 

(mm) 

Pu 

(kN) 

Δu 

(mm) 

Pu 

Py 

Δu 

Δy 

% 

strength 

increase 

TS 1 -- -- 26.0 4.3 31 48 1.2 11.2 -- 

TS 2 6 20% 44.2 7.2 78 70 1.8 9.7 2.5 

TS 3 7 25% 45.0 7.3 81 80 1.8 10.9 2.6 

TS 4 11 40% 52.7 8.1 100 105 1.9 13.0 3.2 
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beam.  A significant observation is that the number and spacing of the batten plates and shear studs 

played a major role in attaining the improved behavior. The yield capacity of the steel angles and 

plates has not been reached in specimens TS2 and TS3, mainly due to the relatively large spacing 

of the battens and studs causing premature failure in the studs due to low shear resistance.  

However, the angles and plates in specimen TS4 had yielded because sufficient battens and studs 

were used at closer spacing, thus providing adequate shear resistance.  

Comparing the two P/C specimens TS2 and TS4, according to the study, it is noticed that 

increasing the ratio of intermittent batten plates to beam length from 20% to 40%, lead to a 39% 

increase in ultimate strength. Because of failure in both specimens are due to fracture of several 

shear studs, the measured ultimate strength in specimens TS2 and TS3 were almost equal.  The 

attained load in the partial confined P/C specimens ranged between 2.5 to 3.2 times that of the 

control specimen TS1.  

Analytical Calculation for estimating loads and deformation 

Investigative and/or analytical values of the yield load of the P/C beam and corresponding yielding 

moment were calculated by assuming the strain distribution shown in Figure 2.9.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The strain in the lower steel angles (tension side) was assumed to be 40% of its yield value mainly 

due to the lack of any binding effect between the R/C beam and steel angles.  On the other hand, 

the deflection in the jacketed beams corresponding to the yielding loads is determined from elastic 

analysis of the simple beam using the cracked flexural stiffness of the R/C beam (EcIcr).  The 

cracked moment of inertia (Icr) was computed assuming yielding of the reinforcing steel and 

performing balanced section equilibrium by iteration. 
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Figure 2. 9 Strain distribution for computation of My 
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2.4 Reviewed of Codes 

2.4.1 ASCE FEMA 356/November 2000 

Measures to rehabilitate shall be evaluated in harmony with the principles and requirements of this 

standard, to assure that the completed rehabilitation achieves the selected rehabilitation objective. 

The effects of rehabilitation on stiffness, strength, and deformability shall be taken into account in 

an analytical model of the rehabilitated structure. The compatibility of new and existing 

components shall be checked at displacements consistent with the selected performance level. 

The following rehabilitation measures may be effective in rehabilitating reinforced concrete beam: 

 

1. Jacketing existing beams, columns, or joints with new reinforced concrete, steel, or fiber wrap 

overlays. 

The new materials should be designed and constructed to act compositely with the existing 

concrete. Whenever reinforced concrete jackets are introduced, the design should provide detailing 

to enhance ductility. Component strength should be taken to not exceed any limiting strength of 

connections with adjacent components. Jackets or additional strengthening’s should be designed 

to provide enlarged connection strength and improved continuity between adjacent components. 

 

2. Improvement of deficient existing reinforcement details 

Removal or other kinds of measures on concrete cover for modification of existing reinforcement 

details should avoid damage to core concrete and the bond between existing reinforcement and 

core concrete. New cover concrete should be designed and constructed to achieve fully composite 

action with the existing materials. 

2.4.2 Euro code-part 8 pr EN 1998-3:200X 

A.4.3.2 Shear strength 

(1) The contribution of the jacket to shear strength may be assumed as additive to existing strength, 

provided the jacket remains well within the elastic range. This condition is necessary for the jacket to 

be able to control the width of internal cracks and to ensure the integrity of the concrete, thus allowing the 

original shear resisting mechanism to continue to operate. 

2) If only 50% of the steel yield strength of the jacket is used, the expression for the additional shear Vj 

carried by the jacket is  
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      Vj = 0.5h .2tjb/s  .f yj.d.(cotϴ+cotβ ).sinβ                                      (2.2)  

 

Where: 

h is the depth of the cross-section, 

tj is the thickness of the steel straps,  

b is the width of the steel straps, 

s is the spacing of the steel straps (b/s= 1, in case of continuous steel plates), 

ϴ is the strut inclination angle, 

β is the angle between the axis of the steel straps and the axis of the member (β =90°, 

    in case of continuous steel plates), and 

fyj,d is the design yield strength of the steel of the jacket, equal to its nominal strength divided by    

the partial factor for structural steel in accordance with EN 1998-1: 2004, 6.1.3(1)P. 

 

2.5 Summary of Literature review and research Gaps 

 

             Numerous literatures have done experimental and numerical investigation to come up with 

different kinds of beam strengthening and retrofitting mechanisms. From which, concrete jacketing 

with reinforcement, up to 50% strength increment according to (Ozturk and Ayvaz 2002, Altun 

2004, Chalioris et al. 2012).  CFRP Jacketing also plays a crucial strengthening role in concrete T-

beams  showed  a  improvement  in  flexural  strength  of  about  295%  and displacement of  247%,  

as per Ghernouti Y.  By introducing a thin soffit steel plates, Aykac et al. (2013) and Hussain et 

al. (1995) demonstrated a ≥33% increase in strength and flexural failure mode without anchorage.  

 

In this thesis, the introduction of steel plate jacketing’s are for the ERA 12.6m T girder in particular 

is studied. All the surface is covered or confined by the steel plate. Since these girders are designed 

and built for the specific loads, an investigation and study has to be carried out to give these beams 

an extra strength to withstand an unforeseen loadings and as a quick solution for sudden 

arrangement of difficult loads were applied. Also these steel types are very applicable in our 

country and easy for construction. 
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CHAPTER THREE  

MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Experimental Control Specimen for Validation 

            In this study validation of RC beam is prepared based on experimental data and a new 

retrofitting method is presented for RC beam by using four types of steels with different thickness 

and orientation as confinement materials. Investigation of deficient RC beam is conducted 

following the methods discussed below. The efficiency of steels with different thickness and 

orientation for retrofitted joints is done using FE analyses. 

3.1.1 Data Used from Experiment for validation  

I. Dimensions and detailing  

For Validation, the specimen from (Noel F. et. al., 2018) titled as “Experimental and numerical 

analyses of flexurally-strengthened concrete T-beams with stainless steel” was selected for finite 

element method analysis.  

 

For this experimental and numerical study, R/C beam with T-shaped cross-sections were 

assembled with the following characteristics.  

 The flange = 405 X 105 mm and web= 200 X 150 mm  

 The span of each beam = 3300 mm.  

 The average 28-day compressive strength of concrete = 24.1 MPa.  

 Each beam was longitudinally reinforced by three 12 mm diameter on the bottom and  two 

8 mm diameter on the top also, 6 mm diameter stirrups, as transverse reinforcement at 150 

mm spacing are provided 

 The clear concrete cover was 20 mm. 
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Figure 3. 1 T-beams dimensions and reinforcement details (all dimensions in mm): (a) 

longitudinal overview; (b) cross section; (Noel F. et. al., 2018) 

 

II. Material properties  

Material properties of the validation T-beam is summarized in the following table 

Table 3. 1 Mechanical properties of the steel reinforcements (diameters ϕ6, ϕ8 and ϕ12) (Noel F. 

et. al., 2018) 

Concrete Properties 

Specimen  Average compressive  

strength (28 days) (MPa)  

 24.1 

Mechanical Properties of Reinforcement Steel  

Reinforcement bar  Yield stress (MPa)  Ultimate stress (MPa)  

ϕ6 587.9  685.1 

ϕ8 582.6  688.2 

ϕ12 529.9  643.2 

 

III. Experimental Setup and Load History            

Control specimen is tested as simple beam under two point loads 1000 mm apart, and a clear 

span of 3000 mm. Experimental results for all specimens are presented in this section. 
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Figure 3. 2 Overview of the testing setup (Noel F. et. al., 2018) 

Key:  

3 - steel profile; 4 – RC T-beam; 5 – hydraulic jack; 6 – stainless steel bar; 7 – 

displacement transducer; 8 - concrete strong-floor; 9 - Dywidag thread bar; 10 – steel 

frame; 11 – small steel profile; 12 – load cell; 13 – pin support to transmit the external 

load to the RC T-beams; 14 – pin support of the RC T-beams; 15 - concrete blocks. 

 

  

 

Figure 3. 3 Validation beam concrete and reinforcement model 
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Figure 3. 4 Boundary condition on RC T-beam 

3.2 Description of Study Area 

             

 A Girder/beam is a structural element that primarily resists loads applied laterally to the 

beam's axis. And girder is a support beam used in construction. It is the main horizontal support 

of a structure which supports smaller beams and also other structural elements like 

slabs. Girders often have an I-beam cross section composed of two load-bearing flanges separated 

by a stabilizing web, but may also have a box shape, Z shape, or other forms. Its mode of deflection 

is primarily by bending. Beams are characterized by their manner of support, profile (shape of 

cross-section), length, and their material. Simply Supported Beam. Beams could be Fixed Beam, 

Cantilever Beam, and Continuously Supported Beam. Usually pre-cast or cast in-situ girders are 

used in bridges in form as a major beams to support the loads and transfer it to piers and abutments. 

Girder bridges are the simplest bridge type in structure and consist of steel beams shaped to an I-
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section or box section, called a plate girder bridge or a box girder bridge, respectively. Girder 

bridges are comprised of deck slabs, on which vehicles and people pass, and of main girders 

supporting the deck slabs. Deck slabs include RC deck slabs, steel deck slabs, composite deck 

slabs, and PC deck slabs. Bridges where the deck slabs and the main girders work together to resist 

loads are called composite girder bridges, and bridges designed to resist loads with the main girders 

only are called non-composite girder bridges. In general, effective spans of about 25 to 150 meters 

are applied, but the Costa e Silva Bridge (Brazil) was built with the longest effective span of 300 

meters 

ERA Bridge manual have different bridge types and most of them are girder bridges. From which 

a span of 12.6m and width 7.3m bridge was selected and this girder was subjected to ANSYS 

Mechanical APDL modeling. As per the manual the bridges girder intended strength will be 

studied and also the steels supposed to jacketed are the interest of this paper.            

 

 

Figure 3. 5 Typical Beam and its Section (ERA 

Bridge Design Manual, 2011) 
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  3.2.1 Finite element modeling using ANSYS software program  

Engineering Simulation Software, ANSYS is a finite element FE software that simulate computer 

models of structures and model the concrete and reinforced concrete and the likes, with significant 

level of accuracy. Modeling is one of the most important aspects for the FE analysis. For this study 

ANSYS Mechanical APDL 19R3 with notepad is being used for modelling and analysis for the 

determination of the significance and effect of the study. This software is very accurate in 

predicting the strength, crushing behavior and cracks of the reinforced concrete structures. 

Exactness in the modeling of element type and size, geometry, properties of materials, boundary 

conditions and loads are absolutely necessary for close numerical idealization of the actual 

member. Modeling the reinforced concrete which is an isotropic and non-homogeneous (in 

defining material model behaviors) that have multipart behavior, is a tough encounter in the FE 

analysis of Civil engineering structures. A good knowledge of mechanical APDL commands with 

very care and extracting log files to the notepad should be done. Few of the basic theory must be 

followed before going for the modelling in ANSYS 19R3 specially of the concrete modelling. One 

major problem which has been encountered by the engineer/scientists working in the FEM of 

concrete is the convergence problem associated with it. Due to cracks, concrete is generally not 

able to converge so some of the convergence criteria has to be dropped to get the accurate results. 

 

Figure 3. 6 Isometric view of Girder and its detailed reinforcement modelled by ANSYS 

SpaceClaim 
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  Finite element modeling of reinforced concrete girder beams with and without 

steel jacketing 

The finite element procedure implemented in this study is developed using the available element 

types from ANSYS element library. It is used for the three-dimensional modeling of solids with 

reinforcing bars. The solid is capable of cracking in tension, crushing in compression, creep 

nonlinearity and large deflection geometrical nonlinearity. Here, the model with reinforcing bars 

was used.  

Concrete is a quasi-brittle material and has different behavior in compression and tension. In 

compression, the stress–strain curve for concrete is linearly elastic up to about 30% of the 

maximum compressive strength. Above this point, the stress increases gradually up to the 

maximum compressive strength. Once it reaches the maximum compressive strength fco, the curve 

descends into a softening region, and eventually crushing failure occurs at an ultimate strain fcu. 

In tension the stress–strain curve for concrete is approximately linearly elastic up to the maximum 

tensile strength. After this point, the concrete cracks and the strength decreases gradually to zero. 

Both concrete and steel jacket solid elements were deformable. The maximum strain failure 

criterion was used to identify the failure of the FRP jacket. The element type used to model each 

material is those from the ANSYS element library.  

 

Figure 3. 7 Longitudinal view of Girder and its detailed reinforcement modelled by ANSYS 

SpaceClaim 
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  3.2.1.1 Element Types 

Element types are defined in the input file with ANSYS 'ET' commands. The interface program 

assign element type number. The same element type can be defined twice with two different 

numbers if its material or/and physical properties are different from one to the other. The element 

type number is used in the ANSYS 'TYPE' command issued with the elements definition.  

In this simulation (ANSYS Mechanical APDL, ANSYS 19R3), the following were the element 

types used 

 CPT215 Element for concrete  

 SOLID185 Element 

 MESH200 Element 

  REINF264 Element for reinforcing 

 

A. CPT215 Element  

 

CPT215 is a 3-D eight-node coupled solid element capable of modeling coupled physics 

phenomena such as structural-pore-fluid-diffusion-thermal analysis and structural implicit 

gradient regularization using a nonlocal field.  

 
Figure 3. 8 CPT215 Structural Solid Geometry 

The element is defined by eight nodes and can have up to five degrees of freedom at each node:  

 Translations in the nodal x, y, and z directions 

 One pore-pressure degree of freedom 

 One temperature degree of freedom (optional) 
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 Element type, CPT215 has large deflection, large strain, good stress stiffening, and elasticity 

capabilities. It uses selective reduced integration method. This approach helps to prevent 

volumetric mesh locking in nearly incompressible cases. It replaces volumetric strain at the Gauss 

integration point with the average volumetric strain of the elements. The geometry and node 

locations for this element are shown in figure below. A prism-shaped element can be formed by 

defining the same node numbers for nodes K and L, and nodes O and P. A tetrahedral-shaped 

element and a pyramid-shaped element can also be formed, as shown in the illustration. In addition 

to the nodes, for structural-pore-fluid-diffusion-thermal analysis, the element input data includes 

the orthotropic material properties. Orthotropic material directions correspond to the element 

coordinate directions. The element coordinate system orientation is described in Coordinate 

Systems. Various printout options are available. A higher-order version of this element is CPT216. 

 
B. SOLID185 Element 

 
SOLID185 is used for 3-D modeling of solid structures. Eight nodes having three degrees of 

freedom at each node: translations in the nodal x, y, and z directions defines SOLID185. This 

element has hyper elasticity, large deflection plasticity, creep, stress stiffening and large strain 

capabilities. Also SOLID185 has capability of mixed formulation for simulation of deformations 

of fully incompressible hyper elastic materials and nearly incompressible elastoplastic materials, 

SOLID185 is obtainable in two forms: 

a, Homogeneous Structural Solid (KEYOPT(3) = 0, the default) 

b, Layered Structural Solid (KEYOPT(3) = 1) 

Figure 3. 9 SOLID185 Homogeneous Structural Solid Geometry 
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C. MESH200 Element 

 

MESH200 is a "mesh-only" element, may not contributing to the solution. The following 

types of operations can use this element: 

 Line-meshing in 2-D or 3-D space with or without mid side nodes, 

 Multistep meshing operations, such as extrusion, that require a lower 

dimensionality mesh be used for the creation of a higher dimensionality mesh 

 Area-meshing or volume-meshing in 3-D space with triangles, quadrilaterals, 

tetrahedra, or bricks, with or without midside nodes. 

 Temporary storage of elements when the analysis physics has not yet been 

specified. 

      

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. 10 MESH200 Geometry 
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D. REINF264 Element for reinforcing 

The element is suitable for simulating reinforcing fibers with arbitrary orientations. Each 

fiber is modeled separately as a spar that has only uniaxial stiffness. You can specify 

multiple reinforcing fibers in one REINF264 element. The nodal locations, degrees of 

freedom, and connectivity of the REINF264 element are identical to those of the base 

element. 

REINF264 used with standard 3-D link, beam, shell and solid elements (referred to here as 

the base elements) to provide extra reinforcing to those elements. 

 

 
Figure 3. 11 REINF264 Geometry 
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3.3 Materials Used in this Study 

With the advancement in technology, materials science has also advanced considerably. Beam 

bridges materials being used are strong, light, and durable. The advanced materials for bridge 

construction have good operational characteristics. 

Such materials include reformulated concrete, composite materials that are reinforced with fiber, 

steel, and pre-stressed materials. Pre-stressed concrete is well suited for beam bridge construction 

since it can endure excessive compressive stresses. Steel rods are fixed in the concrete that can 

bear the tensile loads. Furthermore, pre-stressed concrete is cheaper. 

The current techniques include use of finite element analysis to improve the design of beam 

bridges. Distribution of stresses on different bridge elements is analyzed to ensure strong beam 

bridges that can endure the bridge loads. The beams should be held by piers at the ends to increase 

the bridge load bearing capacity. Concrete, steel, or stones are normally used for the construction 

of piers. Since stones and non-reinforced concrete are weak in tension, they are normally used for 

beam bridges that are designed for lighter loads. 

3.3.1 Concrete 

Concrete has relatively high compressive strength (it doesn't crack underweight), but significantly 

lower tensile strength (it cracks when being pulled). The compressive strength is typically 

controlled with the ratio of water to cement when forming the concrete, and tensile strength is 

increased by additives, typically steel, to create reinforced concrete. In other words we can say 

Figure 3. 12 REINF264 Coordinate System 
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concrete is made up of sand (which is a fine aggregate), ballast (which is a coarse aggregate), 

cement (can be referred to as a binder) and water (which is an additive) 

In this thesis concrete is modelled and demonstrated by using CPT215 element type with a coupled 

damage plasticity microplane model. This, Coupled damage plasticity microplane model, reflect 

the numerical unpredictability and pathological mesh sensitivity to which strain-softening 

materials such as the microplane model are susceptible based on research by (Zreid, I., M. Kaliske. 

2016), (Zreid, I., M. Kaliske. 2016) and (Zreid, I., M. Kaliske. 2014). 

Properties of Concrete for this study 

The properties of the concrete is according to ERA Bridge Design Manual 2011 specification for 

the respective bridge girder 

Concrete uniaxial compressive stress; fuc = 30         

Poission ratio; nu =0 .2     

Modulus of Elasticity; E = 20000    

fub = 1.15*fuc 

fut = 1.4*(fuc/10)**(2/3) 

 

3.3.2 Rebar Steel/Carbon Steel 

    Reinforcing bar, known when massed and bused as reinforcing steel or reinforcement steel in 

structures, is a steel bar or mesh of steel wires used as a pulling force resistant, simply, tension 

device in many types of reinforced concrete and reinforced masonry structures to reinforce and 

support the concrete under tension. It is obvious that concrete is strong under compression, but has 

weak tensile strength compared to bars. Rebar considerably increases the tensile strength of the 

any structure. Rebar's surface is often "deformed" with ribs, lugs or indentations to support a better 

bond and tie with the concrete and reduce the risk of slippage. Carbon steel is the most common 

type of rebar, as specified in different standards, typically consisting of hot-rolled round bars with 

deformation patterns.  

For this study rebar steel/carbon steel are Main steel rebar ø 32mm, stirrup and Nominal & ties 

ø12mm &16mm and one Jacketing similar properties as carbon steel with a thickness of 4mm and 

8mm are toughly investigated. 
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In this thesis reinforcement steel bars is modeled as a discrete REINF264 element for reinforcing 

fibers with cross-section areas, non-uniform materials, and/or arbitrary orientations. Mechanical 

APDL 19R3 models each fiber separately as a spar having only uniaxial stiffness as shown in 

figure below. Symmetric one forth model of rebar geometry and bilinear isotropic constitutive 

model of rebar is also as shown in figure below.   

                         a)                                                                                        b)  

 The most important properties of steel which are great formability and durability, good tensile 

and yield strength, resistance to corrosion and good thermal conductivity also availability in will 

be gathered. These properties for each types of steels gathered from the manufacturers or American 

Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM). 

Properties of Steel/Carbon steels for this study 

Ex=200,000MPa=2e11 N/mm2 PRxy= 0.3                                  

420 MPa Main steel rebar Yield strength 

300 MPa for stirrup, Nominal & tie bars yield strength 

Density= 7,850kg/m3 

 

Figure 3. 13 Rebar modelling a) Discrete reinforcement modelling option. b) Symmetric half   model of 

rebar geometry 
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Other retrofitting material are discussed in detail in section of 3.8 which is Applied Retrofitting 

Techniques of Control Specimen 

3.4 Geometry and Meshing 

After preparing all the input data of material and geometrical properties, the girder models were 

divided into small elements, meshing. The meshing results of all beams samples used for model 

validation. The concrete and steel elements are fully interconnected each other forming a single 

solid column model that can simulate the actual behavior of the beams samples. 

By taking advantage of symmetry of beam sub-assemble, a quarter of full model is adopted. 

Longitudinally and transversely the beam is analyzed symmetrically from both directions 

According to experimental detail control specimen was also modeled in ANSYS 19R3 in half. 

This method leads to lessen (lower) the computational time, increase computer performance and 

the space of computer disk requirement. Quarter of the whole model is prepared by considering 

longitudinal section of full exterior beam. As the beam cross section dimension is made one 

quarter, only quarter side of the steel rebar were modelled. And because of that half side of steel 

retrofitting practices is also considered for analysis purpose. 

Figure 3. 14 Meshed model of girder section under consideration. 
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It is obvious that that fined (mostly 25mm) the mesh, the precise the result. The entire CPT215 

elements of the concrete are meshed as rectangular brick element with 50mm size. This is to reduce 

the computational time that the computer consume. To configure the difference on the result due 

to these two meshing (50mm and 25mm), computation on the control beam (validation) was 

performed. The result on load vs deflection diagram clearly show that only about 2.79% difference 

is observed. (106KN for 25mm meshing and 109KN for25mm meshing.) 

Meshing of the rebar element made same size of 25mm as steel rebar is joined element between 

the spacing of the nodes created by the meshing of the concrete. 

 3.5 Boundary Condition and Loading  

Outlining the appropriate boundary conditions is important for the structural analysis. Results can 

be different if the local constraints at the supports or loads are not properly defined, especially if 

the support or load dimensions of the elements are larger than the global dimensions of the element. 

Therefore, it is essential to define the boundary conditions that supports the loads applied to beam 

unambiguously in this finite element model. 

The beam model was subjected to flexural loading on their top face simulating the actual loading 

applied in the experimental tests; while the bottom side was reinforced by steel jackets. The models 

are loaded at the middle span with the different amounts of loads and analyzed. 

As per the ERA standards, application of a simply supported girder that have roller support at one 

end and pinned support at the other is provided. Appling the boundary conditions at planes of 

Figure 3. 15 25mm and 50mmMeshing comparison for Load vs Deflection Diagram 
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symmetry and support locations to constrain the nodes is also introduced. The boundary condition 

was set to be at the support, which is 150 mm distance from both end of the girder which is at the 

bearings. And also axial loading is also applied at top of the beam at mid span of the T-Girder to 

simulate for gravity loading 

These loadings and boundary conditions applied are as shown in figure below. 

 

Figure 3. 16 Loading and boundary condition 

3.6 Analysis Type  

In this study to simulate reinforced concrete T-beam(Girder) nonlinear static structural analysis is 

carried out to determine the displacements, stresses, strains, and forces in structures or components 

caused by loads. Steady loading and response conditions are assumed; that is, the loads and the 

structure's response are assumed to vary slowly with respect to time.  

The total load applied to FEM was divided into a series of load increments called load steps that 

applied in nonlinear analysis. At the completion of each addition solution, the stiffness matrix of 
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the model was adjusted to reflect nonlinear changes in structural stiffness before proceeding to the 

next load increment. 

3.7 Solution controls 

 
The default solution controls in ANSYS typically do not allow for an efficient solution in a 

progressive failure problem. Specific solution control parameters allow for a solution with a 

decreased tendency for time increment cutbacks when used with Helius PFA. This results in a 

faster overall solution time. The ANSYS19.R3 program uses Newton-Rapshon equilibrium 

iterations for updating the model stiffness. Newton-Rapshon equilibrium iterations provide 

convergence at the end of each load increase inside tolerance limits. 

3.8 Applied Retrofitting Techniques  

 
3.8.1 Retrofitting Beam by Using Steel Jacketing 

 
One of commonly used method for strengthening of RC beams is by bonding steel plates to the 

bottom face of the beams against flexure and other impacts. However, significant ductility 

problems have been encountered in the practices and also in studies carried out on this subject 

matter. In this study a simple and applicable u-shaped steel plate is considered to confine a girder 

has been developed to achieve a pleased ductility level in addition to the strength.  

 

Table 3. 2 Considered retrofitting parameter 

Steel Type Carbon Steel 

Jacketing 

Alloy Steel 

Jacketing 

Mild Steel 

Jacketing 

Stainless Steel 

Jacketing 

Thickness 4mm thick steel for each 

8mm thick steel for each 

 

Retrofitting Materials’ property 

For this study four types of retrofitting/strengthening steels are adopted and studied, which are 

Steel/Carbon steels, Alloy steel, Mild steel and Stainless steel with its specific material properties 

as stated and described in details as follows 
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     3.8.1.1 Steel/Carbon Steel 

 One of a special type of steel is Carbon steel that, as the name suggests, has a higher concentration 

of carbon than other types of steel. Most types of steel have a relatively low carbon content of 

about 0.05% to 0.3%. In comparison, carbon steel has a carbon content of up to 2.5%. There are 

numerous advantages to choosing carbon steel over traditional steel, one of which is increased and 

improved strength. The practice of carbon makes iron — or steel — stronger by shuffling around 

its crystal latice. While carbon steel can still stress and break under pressure, it’s less likely to 

occur than with other types of steel. This makes carbon steel particularly effective in applications 

where strength is needed. Japanese bladesmiths, for example, produced swords out of high-carbon 

steel known as tamahagane steel many centuries ago. Today, carbon steel is used to make 

everything from construction materials to tools, automotive components and more. 

      3.8.1.2 Alloy Steel 

In addition to carbon, alloy steel is a class of steel that alloyed with other elements, ranging from 

1 wt. % to 50 wt. %, which are used to enhance the material’s various properties.  

These elements commonly include nickel, manganese, molybdenum, chromium, vanadium, 

silicon, and boron. Less common elements include cobalt, aluminum, cerium, copper, titanium, 

niobium, tungsten, zinc, tin, lead, and zirconium. 

There are multiple types of alloy steel. These include: 

 Tool steel,  Low-alloy steel, High-strength low alloy (HSLA) steel, Micro alloyed steel,  

High-alloy steel, Maraging steel, Advanced high-strength steel (AHSS)  

Low alloy steels generally contain less than 8 wt% non-iron elements, whereas high-alloy steels 

contain more than 8 wt.% non-iron elements . Both typically have superior mechanical properties 

in comparison to carbon steels. 

Main Properties of alloy steel 

Alloy steels can contain a wide variety of elements, each of which can enhance various properties 

of the material, such as mechanical thermal and corrosion resistance.  

Applications; Low alloy steels are used in a numerous of industries due to their great strength, 

machinability, cost-effectiveness and obtainability. They are used in construction equipment, 

pipelines, military vehicles, ships, and in structural components. High-alloy steels can be 

https://matmatch.com/search?filters%5B0%5D%5Bname%5D=Material%20category&filters%5B0%5D%5Btype%5D=value&filters%5B0%5D%5BfilterValue%5D=Maraging%20Steel
https://matmatch.com/learn/material/advanced-high-strength-steel
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expensive to process and difficult manufacture. Its superior hardness, corrosion resistance and 

toughness make it ideal for structural components, automotive applications, power generating 

equipment and chemical processing.  

      3.8.1.3 Mild Steel 

Mild steel refers to a type of carbon steel that has a low amount of carbon in it. Also referred to as 

low carbon steel. Furthermore, the ranges of carbon in mild steel vary from only 0.05 per cent to 

0.25 per cent by weight. Whereas, higher carbon steel contains carbon from 0.30 per cent to 2.0 

per cent. Mild steel is not alloy steel and that’s why it does not contains a large number of other 

elements besides iron. The properties of it differentiate from high carbon and low steel because of 

the content of other elements in it is low so. 

Main Properties of Mild Steel 

At its highest level, mild steel contains 40 points of carbon. Also, one carbon is 0.1 per cent of the 

carbon in the steel, which means at most mild steel have around 0.4 per cent of the carbon in it. In 

addition, the varying of these elements affect the properties of steel such as resistance, strength, 

and corrosion.  

Strength, It is very strong due to the presence of a low amount of carbon that it contains. Besides, 

in material science strength is a complicated term. In scientific term, mild steel has a high 

resistance against breakage. Due to its weldability and machinability, it is much desirable for 

construction. Moreover, the other reason for its use in construction is its malleability and strength 

and it is quite soft. Also, it means it can be easily machined in comparison to other forms of harder 

steels. In addition, it is very easy to weld both to itself and other forms of steels. Besides, it takes 

on a nice finish and is polishable which make it an ideal choice. Furthermore, additional heat has 

no effect on its hardness and heat treatment process do not do any hardening to it as it does to other 

steels. Above all, this property is quite good as hardened steels have less resistance against 

breakage and that makes them a poor choice for construction.  

Elasticity, Its elasticity is 205 GPa in matric scale and 29,700 ksi in imperial scale which means 

it is quite elastic as compared to other forms of steels. Physical Properties of Mild Steel 

summarized as High tensile strength, High impact strength, Good ductility and weldability, A 

https://www.toppr.com/guides/physics-formulas/heat-formula/
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magnetic metal due to its ferrite content, good malleability with cold-forming possibilities, Not 

suitable for heat treatment to improve properties. 

      3.8.1.4 Stainless Steel  

Stainless steel alloys contain carbon, chromium, nickel, molybdenum, and manganese, 

phosphorus, sulfur, and silicon as trace elements.  

Main Properties Stainless Steel 

The advantageous properties of stainless steels can be seen when compared to standard plain 

carbon mild steel. Although stainless steels have a broad range of properties, in general, when 

compared with mild steel, stainless steels have:  

  Higher corrosion resistance, Higher cryogenic toughness, Higher work hardening rate, 

Higher hot strength, Higher ductility, Higher strength and hardness, A more attractive 

appearance, Lower maintenance  

Stainless Steel Families 

Although the corrosion resistance of stainless comes from the presence of Chromium, other 

elements are added to enhance other properties. Austenitic Stainless Steels, Ferritic Stainless 

Steels, Martensitic Stainless Steels, Duplex Stainless Steels,  

Austenitic Stainless Applications, Kitchen sink, Architectural applications such as roofing and 

cladding, Roofing and gutters, Doors and Windows, Balustrading, Benches and food preparation 

areas, Food processing equipment, Heat exchangers, Ovens, Chemical tanks 

Ferritic Stainless Applications, Vehicle exhausts, Fuel lines, Cooking utensils, Architectural 

trim, Domestic appliances, 

Martensitic stainless Applications, Knife blades, Cutlery, Surgical instruments, Fasteners, 

Shafts, springs 

 Duplex Stainless Applications, Heat exchangers, Marine applications, Desalination plants, Food 

pickling plants, Off-shore oil & gas installations, Chemical & petrochemical plant 

 Precipitation Hardening Applications, Pulp and paper industry equipment, Aerospace 

applications, Turbine blades, Nuclear waste casks, Mechanical components 

The following table Summarize of Steel Material Properties for this study 
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Table 3. 3 Summary of considered retrofitting Steel Material Properties for this study 

Steel Types 

Steel Properties Steel/Carbon 

Steels 

Alloy Steel Mild Steel Stainless 

Steel 

Ex [N/mm2] 2e11 2e11 2e11 1.93 e11 

Ey [N/mm2] 2e10 2e10 2e10 2e10 

Ez [N/mm2] 2e10 2e10 2e10 2e10 

PRxy  0.29 0.28 0.31 0.3 

PRyz  0.29 0.28 0.31 0.3 

PRxz  0.29 0.28 0.31 0.3 

Gxy [N/mm2] 8e10 7.9e10 8e10 8.6e10 

Gyz [N/mm2] 5e10 5e10 5e10 5.3e10 

Gxz [N/mm2] 5e10 5e10 5e10 5.3e10 

Tensile Strength 

[MPa] 

540 723  505 

Yield Strength [MPa] 415 620 400 415 

Density [kg/m3] 7,850 7,700 7,750 8,000 

 

3.9. Connection 

        It was assumed that a firm connection has to be provided between the girder, strengthening 

in need, and the steel plate to achieve all the desired strengthening accomplishments. Before steel 

plate strengthening, all the nessaccry girder preparation should be provided and checked, for 

instance cleaning, painting with anti-rust chemicals, chiseling or shaping and other treatments to 

protect the future adverse effect and attain the anticipated goal.   Different ways of connecting the 

bare girder with steels will be exercised and the best scheme that gives a relatively good strength 

should be selected. This study Assumes that the bests of connections like bolting, welding to the 

bars or other good connecting method that are provided and the structural components are acts as 

one.   
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Table 3. 4 Considered retrofitting parameters 

 

Considered retrofitting parameter for the Girder 

   

Types of Steel 

 

Steel thickness 

     

4mm 

 

8mm 1 Carbon Steel 

2 Alloy Steel 

3  Mild steel 

4 Stainless Steel 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this segment, using ANSYS Mechanical APDL19.R3 software package 12 retrofitted reinforced 

concrete girder T-beam samples are analyzed based on validation of Experimental program by 

(Noel Francoa 2018). To carry Finite Element Analysis (FEA) a software called ANSYS is used.   

The cyclic loading protocol from laboratory program applied as displacement–control type loading 

80mm applied at beam and top of column subjected to an axial load of 9480N for all specimens. 

The structural responses of reinforced concrete girders are discussed by using load-displacement 

curve, damage mode and stress intensity and plastic strain of reinforcement bar as discussed below. 

In addition, to improve performance of bridges, different types of metal sheet applications around 

the bottom and side area resulted as better retrofitting material as discussed in the following 

subtopics. 

4.1 Finite Element Validation Analysis of As-built RC Joint 

4.1.1 Case 1: Load-Displacement Result 

The Load-displacement reaction of the structure shows the ability of structure due to applied load. 

The load-displacement curve from experimental program of literature in figure 4.1 indicated yield 

load of control specimen at 94.1 KN with and the graph immediately dropped. So, deflection at 

yield of 18.5mm is observed. And due to the above reason (immediate drop down), the beam fails 

due to shear failure. 

The linear part of the load-displacement curve indicates good arrangement of finite element result 

with experimental result but after the formation of crack or nonlinear part of curve indicates little 

difference stiffness response of simulation result which displays more stiffness of structure than 

the experimental result. From load-displacement curve simulation result at yield load of 94.1 KN 

which is 11.9% with the experimental result. Simulation result at ultimate indicates an ultimate 

load of 109KN which is a 9.6% difference from the result. However, The FE results indicated that 
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the proposed nonlinear FE model can accurately predict response of tested RC T-beam as shown 

in figure. 

 

a) Experimental(Noel Francoa, Hugo Biscaiab, Carlos Chastrecb 2018) b) FEA  simulation 

 

 

c) Comparison of experimental and FEA simulation  

Figure 4. 1 Load-displacement responses comparison of experimental (Noel Francoa, Hugo 

Biscaiab, Carlos Chastrecb 2018) and FEA simulation results 
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Table 4. 1 Load capacity comparison of experimental and simulation result 

 

All analyzed specimens  Yield 

load 

(KN) 

% difference 

with 

experimental 

Ultimate 

load (KN) 

% difference 

with 

experimental 

Experimental specimen 

V-11  

94.1  99  

ANSYS sim. of control 

specimen V-11 

106 11.9 109 9.6 

4.1.2 Case 2: Observed Damage mode due to bare specimen 

Experimental study results of the above-mentioned specimen from literature on the T-beam 

discussed the occurrence of concrete damage/ failure due to the shear and concentration around 

joint area of from early loading steps of joint due to loading test result. In laboratory program 

discussion the mode deformations of the anchorage of the rebar of beam in combination with lack 

of joint stirrups in the joint cause serious damage to the concrete cover at the backside of the joint 

area (C.E. Chalioris 2008) as shown in figure 4.2(a). 

 Damage simulation of above-mentioned experimental specimen V-11 control by ANSYS19.R3 

showed that there is good agreement of concrete damage mode which concentrated at area of mid 

of T-beam until the final analysis step as shown in figure 4.2. This similarities of concrete damage 

indicates FEA accuracy due to modeling concrete damage as coupled damage plasticity micro-

plane to consider nonlinear behavior of concrete with element CPT215 in ANSYS19. R3. In this 

paper finite element modeling accuracy according to damage is achieved due to similarities of 

experimental program damage result with FEA damage result as shown in figure below. 

Figure 4. 2 Comparison between the deflections and the load vs. mid-span displacement obtained 

from the numerical simulation and from the experimental tests. 
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4.1.3 Case 3: Observed Major and Minor crack due to bare specimen 

ANSYS nonlinear analysis result of major and minor crack indicated that cracks of this T-beam 

girder of control specimen depends on tensioning (bottom) reinforcement bar of beam with an 

initial propagation of the cracks from the mid-span bottom and to upward of the and at final load 

capacity of specimen the t-beam can attain maximum plastic strain of 0.0441 as shown in figure 

4.3 & 4.4.  

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 3 Major cracks - 2D and    and 3D 

Figure 4. 4 Minor cracks - 2D view and 3D 
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4.1.4 Case 4: stress intensity due to bare specimen  

Due to validation of Control specimen, stress intensity from finite element nonlinear analysis of 

experimental control specimen V-11 in which concrete is verified using new technology of 

ANSYS Mechanical APDL19.R3 element CPT215 with coupled damage plasticity consideration 

to simulate experimental specimen resulted in high-stress amount display around mid-area caused 

overall crush of concrete at final analysis step as shown in figure 4.5. The figure indicates 

maximum stress intensity of 132.56 N/mm2 at final step of analysis resulted in the overall 

defragment of concrete.  

  

4.2 Parametric Study of U-shaped Steel plate strengthened RC T-Beam 

(Girder) 

 

Before jumping to the parametric study, Ethiopian Roads Authority (ERA) Bridge Manuals’ of 

bridge RC deck girder 12.6m span interior girder is studied and analyzed as per the validated beam 

characteristics with the data that are all necessary bridge dimensions, standard reinforcement 

Figure 4. 5 Stress intensity of the beam at U=3.5mm due to validation of Control 

specimen 
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details, its concrete and reinforcement properties and other specifications provided on the manual 

(ERA Bridge Design Manual, 2011) 

. 

The major Parameters are the thickness of the steels and different types of steel plate with 

comparative to the bare T-beam which is designated as Specimen BG; 4mm thickness Carbon 

Steel Jacketed designated as CSJ4, 4mm thickness Alloy Steel Jacketed as ASJ4, 4mm thickness 

Mild Steel Jacketed as MSJ4 and 4mm thickness Stainless Steel Jacketed designated as SSJ4. 

For the 8mm thickness steel plates the specimens designation is changed its number as CSJ8, ASJ8, 

MSJ8, and SSJ8 respectively. 

4.2.1Effect of Strengthening U-shaped steel thickness 

4.2.1.1 Case 1: Load-Displacement Result of Bare girder and 4 mm with 8mm Steel 

jacketed girders 

Before providing U-shaped steel jacketing, the Load-displacement reaction of structure shows the 

ultimate ability of structure due to applied load. The load-displacement curve from unconfined or 

un-jacketed FEA program in figure 4.6 indicated ultimate load of the beam is at 430.34 KN. So, 

deflection at an ultimate of 9.83 mm is observed and due to the above reason (immediate drop 

down), the beam fails due to shear. Significantly greater ultimate load and energy absorption 

capacity values compared to the reference un-strengthened specimen were achieved on the 

confined specimens. The ultimate load ratios of the 4mm thick jacketing strengthened specimens 

was in the range of 31%-34.1% increments that of the main unconfined specimen (Table 4.2), and 

43% to 46.6% increase for 8mm  steel plates (Table 4.3) indicating the substantial contribution of 

the strengthening technique to the load capacity 

From the analysis obtained the maximum load capacity attained for a 4mm thick plate is 607.34KN 

and 691.28KN for 8mm thickness. With respect to the bare girder, 34.10% and 46.53 % load 

capacity raise for 4mm and 8mm respectively was observed as shown in table 4.2 and 4.3. And 

8mm jacketing’s are improved 30.84% with respect to 4mm thick plates. The minimum 

improvement for ultimate load caring capacity for 4mm and 8mm are 31.38 % and 43.84% 

respectively. 
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Table 4. 2 Load capacity comparison due to Effect of 4 mm thickness steel plate 

Specimen description Ultimate load (KN) 
Displacement at 

ultimate load(mm) 

4 mm thickness   

 % diff. 

with 

control  

  

% diff. 

with 

control 

Bare  
    

430.34  
         9.83    

Carbon Steel Jacketed CSJ4  

  

607.23     34.10       9.80      (0.38) 

Alloy Steel Jacketed ASJ4 

  

606.85     34.04       9.80      (0.38) 

Mild Steel Jacketed MSJ4  

  

590.53     31.38       9.81      (0.22) 

Stainless Steel Jacketed SSJ4  

  

594.48     32.03       9.84       0.04  

 

 

Figure 4. 6 Load-displacement of Un-confined bare Era girder 
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Table 4. 3 Load capacity comparison due to Effect of 8 mm thickness steel plate 

Specimen description Ultimate load (KN) 
Displacement at 

ultimate load(mm) 

8 mm thickness   

 % diff. 

with 

control  

  

% diff. 

with 

control 

Bare  
   

430.34  
  

     9.83  
  

 

Carbon Steel Jacketed CSJ8   685.89     45.79  
       9.64  

    (2.01) 

 

Alloy Steel Jacketed ASJ8   691.28     46.53       9.61      (2.26) 

 

Mild Steel Jacketed MSJ8    677.22     44.58       9.69      (1.46) 

Stainless Steel Jacketed SSJ8    671.93     43.84       9.75      (0.90) 
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4.2.1.2 Case 2: Observed max Displacement mode due to bare girder and Steel 

Jacketed girders 

As observed from the Analysis almost all specimens have similar capacity of maximum 

deflection of 9.7mm.  

 

4.2.1.3 Case 3: Observed Major and Minor crack due to Bare girder and 4 & 8mm 

thick Steel Jacketed girders 

On the basis of the parameters of rock mechanics, the critical equivalent plastic strain is 

obtained. The pore pressure distribution p(r) is calculated using the flow equation. 

The equivalent plastic strain under this underbalanced pressure assumed is calculated in 

harmony with the stress-strain model. Strain in which the distorted body does not coming back 

to its initial or original size and shape after the distorting force has been uninvolved. 

From FE nonlinear analysis of each types of steel with 4 and 8mm thickness jacket 

strengthening applications on reinforced concrete BG t-beam, resulted significant difference 
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Figure 4. 7 Load vs Displacement comparison b/n of BG and 4mm/8mm thick steel 

jacketing 
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with the bare girder in equivalent plastic strain for both major and minor cracks. In case of 

minor crack, CSJ4 is the lowest with only -12.91 increment whereas SSJ4 is largest increase 

of the strain by -24.96%.  

Moreover, plastic strain raise has occurred in the study upon increasing thickness to 8mm 

thick. CSJ8 with -105.19% and SSJ8 by -25.05% plastic strain increment is attained for major 

and minor crack equivalent plastic strain respectively as in table 4.5.  

A) Specimen BG 

 

B) Effect of 4mm thickness and 8mm thickness Carbon Steel Jacketed (CSJ4 & CSJ8)   

Figure 4. 8 Major and Minor crack of BG 
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C) Effect of 4mm thickness and 8mm thickness Alloy Steel Jacketed (ASJ4 & ASJ8) 

Figure 4. 9 Major and Minor crack of ASJ8 and ASJ4 

Figure 4. 9 Major and Minor crack of CSJ4 & CSJ8 
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 D) Effect of 4mm thickness and 8mm thickness Mild Steel Jacketed (MSJ4 & MSJ8) 

 

  

Figure 4. 10 Major and Minor crack of MSJ4 and MSJ8 
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E) Effect of 4mm thickness and 8mm thickness Stainless Steel Jacketed (SSJ4 & SSJ8) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 11 Major and Minor crack of SSJ4 and SSJ8 
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4.2.1.4 Case 4: Stress intensity due to Bare girder and 4 & 8mm thick Steel Jacketed 

girders 

A maximum obtained enhancement according to the analysis clearly showed that Alloy Steel 

Jacketing has a greater strengthening capacity in stress intensity of 25.48% increment in 4mm 

thickness and 34.39% in the case of 8mm thickness as shown in the figure below and table 4.14  

 

A) Specimen BG  

 

Figure 4. 12 Stress Intensity of BG 
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B) Effect of 4mm thickness and 8mm thickness Carbon Steel Jacketed (CSJ4 & CSJ8)  

 

  

Figure 4. 13 Stress Intensity of CSJ4 & CSJ8 
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C) Effect of 4mm thickness and 8mm thickness Alloy Steel Jacketed (ASJ4 & ASJ8) 

 

 

D) Effect of 4mm thickness and 8mm thickness Mild Steel Jacketed (MSJ4 & MSJ8)  

Figure 4. 14 Stress Intensity of ASJ4 & ASJ8 

Figure 4. 15 Stress Intensity of MSJ4 & MSJ8 
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E) Effect of 4mm thickness and 8mm thickness Stainless Steel Jacketed (SSJ4 & SSJ8)  

  

 

Figure 4. 16 Stress Intensity of SSJ4 & SSJ8 
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Table 4. 4 Observed Stress intensity response due to 4mm thick Steel Jacketed girders 

 

Specimen description 
max Stress 

intensity 

max 

deflection(mm) 

min stress 

intensity(N/mm2) 

4 mm thickness   
% diff. 

with BG 
  

% diff. 

with BG 
  

% diff. 

with BG 

Bare Girder BG 95.505   23.9385   0.0005   

Carbon Steel Jacketed CSJ4  120.732    23.33  23.849    (0.37) 4E-05  (172.28) 

Alloy Steel Jacketed ASJ4 123.393    25.48  23.849    (0.38) 0.0014     90.55  

Mild Steel Jacketed MSJ4  120.188    22.89  23.848    (0.38) 0.0013     84.61  

Stainless Steel Jacketed SSJ4  120.789    23.38  23.844    (0.40) 1E-05  (189.02) 

 

Table 4. 5 Observed Stress intensity response due to 8mm thick Steel Jacketed girders 

 

specimen description max plastic strain 
max 

deflection(mm) 

max stress 

intensity(N/mm2) 

8 mm thickness   
% diff. 

with BG 
  

% diff. 

with BG 
  

% diff. 

with BG 

Bare Girder BG 95.5052   23.9385   0.0005   

Carbon Steel Jacketed CSJ8 133.607    33.26  23.817    (0.51) 0.0023   125.01  

Alloy Steel Jacketed ASJ8 135.165    34.39  23.819    (0.50) 0.0015     95.80  

Mild Steel Jacketed MSJ8  133.01    32.82  23.815    (0.52) 0.002   118.15  

Stainless Steel Jacketed SSJ8  133.262    33.01  23.809    (0.54) 0.0025   129.90  
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4.2.2 Effect of Using various Strengthening U-shaped steel types 
 

4.2.2.1 Case 1: Load-Displacement Result of Bare girder and 4 mm with 8mm Steel 

jacketed girders  

The simulation results show that all the compression plates in specimens CSJ4, ASJ4, MSJ4, SSJ4, 

CSJ8, ASJ8, MSJ8 and SSJ8 contributed to the ductility of the strengthened beam, having 

additional influence on the load capacity. The ultimate load values of the beams ASJ4, MSJ4 and 

SSJ4, which were strengthened with a compression plate as well as a soffit plate, remained below 

or slightly lower than CSJ4.  

Different from specimen 4mm thick steel plate jacketing, the 8mm thick u-shaped external plates 

were provided to the beam with all four steel types also. From the analysis for 4mm thickness 

retrofitting, Carbon steel jacketing CSJ4 has 34.10% enhancement to this girder to resist a load of 

607.23KN and for 8mm, Alloy Steel Jacketed ASJ8 with a load 691.28KN which is 46.53% 

increase. 

According to the ANSYS2019 R3 output analysis of the beams indicated application of 4mm 

thickness of the four types of steel jacketing, which are, carbon steel, alloy steel, mild steel and 

stainless steel with an ultimate load of 607.34KN, 606.85KN, 590.53KN  and 594.48KN are 

attained corresponding deflection of 9.8mm, 9.8mm 9.81mmand 9.84mm respectively. In addition 

effect of 8mm thickness on ultimate load in case of each steel types displayed the capacity of  

685.89KN, 691.28KN, 677.22KN and 671.93KN with corresponding deflection of 9.94mm, 

9.61mm 9.69mm and 9.75mm respectively as shown in figure 4.6. 

2.2.2 Case 2: Observed max Displacement mode due to bare girder and Steel Jacketed 

girders 

As observed from the Analysis almost all specimens have similar capacity of maximum 

deflection of 9.7mm.  

 

4.2.2.3 Case 3: Observed Major and Minor crack due to Bare girder and Steel Jacketed 

girders 

According to the output of the analysis CSJ4, ASJ4, MSJ4, and SSJ4 have equivalent plastic strain 

for major crack of 0.005453, 0.004999, 0.005528 and 0.005441 respectively. It attained respective 
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increment of -73.75%, -81.14%, -72.57% and -73.94% with respect to un-strengthened BG 

specimen which is 0.01182 as discussed in table 4.7. 

Table 4. 6 Observed Major and Minor crack due to 4mm thick Steel Jacketed girders 

Specimen description Major Crack 

equivalent plastic 

strain 

Minor Crack      

equivalent plastic 

strain 

4 mm thickness   % diff. 

with BG 

  % diff. 

with BG 

Bare Girder BG 0.011824   0.994074   

Carbon Steel Jacketed CSJ4  0.005453     (73.75) 0.873540     (12.91) 

Alloy Steel Jacketed ASJ4 0.004999     (81.14) 0.870989     (13.20) 

Mild Steel Jacketed MSJ4  0.005528     (72.57) 0.777969     (24.39) 

Stainless Steel Jacketed SSJ4  0.005441     (73.94) 0.773509     (24.96) 

 

 Table 4. 7 Observed Major and Minor crack due to 8mm thick Steel Jacketed girders 

Specimen description 

Major Crack       

equivalent plastic 

strain 

Minor Crack          

equivalent plastic 

strain 

8 mm thickness   
% diff. 

with BG 
  

% diff. 

with BG 

Bare Girder BG 0.011824   0.994074   

Carbon Steel Jacketed CSJ8 0.003673 

   

(105.19) 0.776208     (24.61) 

Alloy Steel Jacketed ASJ8 0.118240     163.64  0.776038     (24.64) 

Mild Steel Jacketed MSJ8  0.003740 

   

(103.88) 0.779299     (24.22) 

Stainless Steel Jacketed SSJ8  0.003694 

   

(104.78) 0.772760     (25.05) 
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4.2.2.4 Case 4: Stress intensity due to Bare girder and Steel Jacketed girders 

From the nonlinear analysis of these 4mms jacketed beams with Carbon Steel Jacketed, Alloy 

Steel Jacketed, Mild Steel Jacketed, and Stainless Steel Jacketed for indicated maximum stress 

intensity of 120.732N/mm2, 123.393 N/mm2, 120.188 N/mm2 and 120.789N/mm2 having an 

increment of 23.33%, 25.48%, 22.89% and 23.38% with respect to un-strengthen or unconfined 

BG specimen corresponding which has a maximum Stress intensity of 95.505 N/mm2.  In the case 

of 8mm thick jacketing, CSJ8, ASJ8, MSJ8 and SSJ8 the maximum Stress intensity of 

133.607N/mm2, 135.165 N/mm2, 133.01 N/mm2 and 133.262N/mm2 having an increment of 

33.26%, 34.39%, 32.82%, and 33.01% attained with respect to unstrengthen BG specimen.  

Next to ASJ4, from higher to lower rate of strengthening are SSJ4, CSJ4 and MSJ4 in the case of 

4mm thick steel plates. For 8mm, the largest max Stress intensity is attained once again by ASJ8 

and CSJ8, SSJ8 and MSJ8 are from second to fourth to provide extra stress intensity capacity to 

the BG. 
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4.3 Summary for Comparison of results 

The following tables show the summary of relation and variation of nonlinear FEA results of each 

case of specimens analyzed by ANSYS19.R3 software package in addition to a comparison of all 

cases results with the bare specimen (BG). 

 

Table 4. 8 Summary of results for analyzed specimens 

Load capacity comparison due to Effect of 4 mm thickness steel plate 

Specimen description Ultimate 

load(KN) 

Displacement at 

ultimate load(mm) 

4 mm thickness 
 

% diff. 

with 

control 

 
% diff. with 

control 

Bare 430.34 
 

9.83 
 

Carbon Steel Jacketed CSJ4 607.23 34.10 9.80 (0.38) 

Alloy Steel Jacketed ASJ4 606.85 34.04 9.80 (0.38) 

Mild Steel Jacketed MSJ4 590.53 31.38 9.81 (0.22) 

Stainless Steel Jacketed SSJ4 594.48 32.03 9.84 0.04 

 

Load capacity comparison due to Effect of 8 mm thickness steel plate 

Specimen description Ultimate 

load(KN) 

Displacement at 

ultimate load(mm) 

8 mm thickness 
 

% diff. 

with 

control 

 
% diff. with 

control 

Bare 430.34 
 

9.83 
 

Carbon Steel Jacketed CSJ8 685.89 45.79 9.64 (2.01) 

Alloy Steel Jacketed ASJ8 691.28 46.53 9.61 (2.26) 

Mild Steel Jacketed MSJ8 677.22 44.58 9.69 (1.46) 

Stainless Steel Jacketed SSJ8 671.93 43.84 9.75 (0.90) 
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Observed Major and Minor crack due to 4mm thick Steel Jacketed girders 

 

specimen description 

Major Crack 

equivalent plastic 

strain 

Minor Crack      

equivalent plastic 

strain 

4 mm thickness   
% diff. 

with BG 
  

% diff. 

with BG 

Bare Girder BG 0.011824   0.994074   

Carbon Steel Jacketed CSJ4  0.005453 

     

(73.75) 0.873540 

    

(12.91) 

Alloy Steel Jacketed ASJ4 0.004999 

     

(81.14) 0.870989 

    

(13.20) 

Mild Steel Jacketed MSJ4  0.005528 

     

(72.57) 0.777969 

    

(24.39) 

Stainless Steel Jacketed SSJ4  
0.005441 

     

(73.94) 0.773509 

    

(24.96) 

 

Observed Major and Minor crack due to 8mm thick Steel Jacketed girders 

 

specimen description 

Major Crack       

equivalent plastic 

strain 

Minor Crack          

equivalent plastic 

strain 

8 mm thickness   
% diff. 

with BG 
  

% diff. 

with BG 

Bare Girder BG 0.011824   0.994074   

Carbon Steel Jacketed CSJ8 0.003673 

   

(105.19) 0.776208 

    

(24.61) 

Alloy Steel Jacketed ASJ8 0.118240     163.64  0.776038 

    

(24.64) 

Mild Steel Jacketed MSJ8  0.003740 

   

(103.88) 0.779299 

    

(24.22) 

Stainless Steel Jacketed SSJ8  0.003694 

   

(104.78) 0.772760 

    

(25.05) 
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Observed Stress intensity response due to 4mm thick Steel Jacketed girders 

Specimen description 
max Stress 

intensity 

max 

deflection(mm) 

min stress 

intensity(N/mm2) 

4 mm thickness   
% diff. 

with 

BG 

  

% diff. 

with 

BG 

  
% diff. 

with BG 

Bare Girder BG 95.505   23.9385   0.0005   

Carbon Steel Jacketed CSJ4  120.732    23.33  23.849 

    

(0.37) 
4E-05 

  

(172.28) 

Alloy Steel Jacketed ASJ4 123.393    25.48  23.849 

    

(0.38) 
0.0014 

      90.55  

Mild Steel Jacketed MSJ4  120.188    22.89  23.848 

    

(0.38) 
0.0013 

      84.61  

Stainless Steel Jacketed SSJ4  120.789    23.38  23.844 

    

(0.40) 
1E-05 

  

(189.02) 

 

Observed Stress intensity response due to 8mm thick Steel Jacketed girders 

specimen description max plastic strain 
max 

deflection(mm) 

max stress 

intensity(N/mm2) 

8 mm thickness   
% diff. 

with 

BG 

  

% diff. 

with 

BG 

  
% diff. 

with BG 

Bare Girder BG 95.5052   23.9385   0.0005   

Carbon Steel Jacketed CSJ8 133.607    33.26  23.817 

    

(0.51) 
0.0023 

    125.01  

Alloy Steel Jacketed ASJ8 135.165    34.39  23.819 

    

(0.50) 
0.0015 

      95.80  

Mild Steel Jacketed MSJ8  133.01    32.82  23.815 

    

(0.52) 
0.002 

    118.15  

Stainless Steel Jacketed SSJ8  133.262    33.01  23.809 

    

(0.54) 
0.0025 

    129.90  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusions  

A convenient and easy-to-apply detail for externally-plated RC beams, developed through a series 

of models, was investigated in the present study. The simulated outcomes of U-shaped plated RC 

beams, strengthened with these different steel types and thicknesses, were compared to the analysis 

results of a bare RC girder beam with the same dimensions. The influence of the use of 

compression of different steel plate categories in addition to the two thickness plate on the plated 

beam performance was examined in the present tests. The Stress intensity values and equivalent 

plastic strain of the specimens were also compared to the original (unconfined with steel plate) 

values calculated from equivalent rectangular stress block analysis.  

Overall, Alloy steel strengthening has a booming 34.1% and 46.53% load carrying capacity 

improvement for 4mm and 8mm respectively. And also in Stress intensity response, Alloy steel 

jacketing resulted in 25.48% and 34.39%.  

The following conclusions were drawn:  

 

 All the strengthened T-beams exhibit higher flexural strength when compared with control 

beams.  

 The ultimate load-carrying capacity of the specimen beam strengthens with steel plates 

wrapped around the girder as U-shape was found to be more than the beam reinforced with 

steel bars without steel plate strengthening which satisfies the result obtained from the 

experimental study. So the analysis of a beam was also done in the ANSYS2019 R3 and 

the results were obtained satisfactorily. 

 The external steel plates confining the whole interior girder increased the ultimate loads 

capacity in the range of 31.38 to 34.1 % for 4mm thick plates of steel and also 46.53% to 

43.84% improvement ultimate loads for the 8mm thick plates.  

 The stresses induced in all beams reinforced with steel plates wrapped using U-shape were 

found to be greater than the beam reinforced with steel bars without FRP wrapping. For 
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the stress intensity, Alloy steel strengthening for both 4mm and 8mm thickness has the 

highest improvements to the girder by 25.48% and 34.39% respectively in comparison to 

the bare girder. However, 4mm and 8mm Mild steel establishment is the lowest 

enhancement to the original ERA girder by 22.89% and 32.82% respectively according to 

the output of ANSYS2019 R3 

5.2 Recommendation and Further studies 

 

The researcher of this work recommends following in future research tasks.  

 In this study, the external strengthening of the RC girder beam with steel plates has been 

numerically investigated. The author of this research work recommends a large-scale 

experimental investigation of ERA internal and external Girders under different loadings 

such as dynamic loadings (impact, ballast and cyclic.)  

 Different steel plate strengthening orientations, positioning, thickness, and other 

parameters could be investigated in the future to come up with the best retrofitting and 

strengthening practices. 

 Modeling a some of T-beams in a number of bridges is vital to reach at a good finding 

regarding load caring capacity of the bridges in Ethiopian ERA practice 

 Study on the economic use of alternative strengthening steel materials with different 

mechanical properties for retrofitting purposes under different loadings also future works.  

 It’s is clear that the cost of 8mm thick steel and its availability with the above-investigated 

steel types are expensive. To mitigate adverse impacts of these different steel thicknesses, 

one can use bolting or welding that laminate two 4mm thick steel plate together to act as a 

single plates for any kinds of structural reactions.  
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Appendices 

A. Modelling Summary of ANSYS Mechanical APDL19.R3 

 

  B. ANSYS19. R3 Input file  

Material Properties and 
Element Type 

Concrete geometry and 
meshing 

Steel Jacketing Geometry 

/prep7 
!Element type 
ET,1,215 
keyopt,1,18,2   
ET,100,185 
!!!!main concrete  
fuc = 24*0.85          
nu = .2 
E = 20000 
fub = 1.15*fuc 
fut = 
1.4*(fuc/10)**(2/3) 
Rt = 1     
Dx = 4000 
sigVc0 = -1.3*fuc    
R=2 
c = 1600    
m = 2.5 
gamt0 = 0  
gamc0 = 2e-5 
betat = 3750*1 
betac = 2500*1 
    
MP,EX,1,E 
MP,NUXY,1,nu 
 
TB,MPLA,1,,,DPC 
TBDATA,1,fuc,fub,fut,Rt
,Dx,sigVc0 
TBDATA,7,R,gamt0,gamc0,
betat,betac 
 
TB,MPLA,1,,,NLOCAL 
TBDATA,1,c,m 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!! 
! Main steel rebar 
material property 
dia=32mm 

/prep7 
 
!create concrete  
 
BLOCK,0,12900*0.5,0
,780,0,400*0.5 
BLOCK,0,12900*0.5,7
80,780+220,-
1100,400*0.5 
 
meshing 
 
e1=50   ! element 
size e1 in mm 
 
esize,e1 
 
 
! brick element 
meshing  
 
! Mesh concrete 
TYPE,   100    
MAT,       1 
REAL,    
ESYS,       0    
SECNUM, ,   
 
 
ALLSEL,all 
MSHAPE,0,3d  
MSHKEY,1 
VMESH,all 
 
 
!merges all 
simmilar nodes and 
elements 
esel,all 
NSEL,ALL 

/prep7 
!* 
ET,4,SOLID185 
 
!create Steel jackets  
 
BLOCK,0,12900*0.5,0,780,0,-4         
!x1,x2,y1,y2,z1,z2 
BLOCK,0,12900*0.5,776,780,-
150,0             
BLOCK,0,12900*0.5,0,-4,-
4,400*0.5   
 
meshing 
 
e1=50   ! element size e1 in 
mm 
 
esize,e1 
 
! brick element meshing  
 
! Mesh Steel jackets  
TYPE,   4  
MAT,       4 
REAL,    
ESYS,       0    
SECNUM, ,   
 
ALLSEL,all 
MSHAPE,0,3d  
MSHKEY,1 
VMESH,all 
 
!merges all simmilar nodes 
and elements 
esel,all 
NSEL,ALL 
NUMMRG,NODE, , , ,LOW 
NUMMRG,KP, , , ,LOW 
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! Material reference 
number 2 
 
MP,EX,2,200000           
! Main steel rebar 
modulus of elasticity 
MP,NUXY,2,0.3            
! Maipoison ratio of n 
steel rebar poission 
ratio 
TB,BISO,2             
TBDATA,1,400,1000        
! 400 MPa Main steel 
rebar Yield strength 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! stirrups steel rebar 
material property 
stirrup and Nominal & 
ties dia=12mm 
! Material reference 
number 3 
 
MP,EX,3,200000           
!stirrup steel rebar 
modulus of elasticity 
MP,NUXY,3,0.3            
!stirrup steel rebar 
poission ratio 
TB,BISO,3             
TBDATA,1,300,1000        
!300 MPa for dia less 
than 20mm stirrup yield 
strength 

NUMMRG,NODE, , , 
,LOW 
NUMMRG,KP, , , ,LOW  
 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!! 
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Material Properties 

Carbon Steel 

Jacketing 

Alloy Steel Jacketing Mild Steel Jacketing Stainless Steel 

Jacketing 

!Carbon Steel 
Jacketing 
material property  
! Material 
reference number 
4 
 
 
MP,EX,4,2.1e5      
!modulus of 
elasticity 
MP,EY,4,2e4    
MP,EZ,4,2e4    
MP,PRXY,4,0.29     
!poission ratio    
MP,PRYZ,4,0.29  
MP,PRXZ,4,0.29  
MP,GXY,4,8e4     
!Shear Modulus 
MP,GYZ,4,5e4   
MP,GXZ,4,5e4   
  
MP,DENS,4,,7850      
!Density  
TB,BISO,4      
TBDATA,1,415,1000        
! 620 MPa Main 
steel rebar Yield 
strength   

! Alloy Steel 
Jacketing 
material property  
! Material 
reference number 
4 
 
 
MP,EX,4,2.1e5      
!modulus of 
elasticity 
MP,EY,4,2e4    
MP,EZ,4,2e4    
MP,PRXY,4,0.28     
!poission ratio    
MP,PRYZ,4,0.28  
MP,PRXZ,4,0.28  
MP,GXY,4,7.9e4     
!Shear Modulus 
MP,GYZ,4,5e4   
MP,GXZ,4,5e4   
  
MP,DENS,4,,7700      
!Density  
TB,BISO,4      
TBDATA,1,620,1000        
! 620 MPa Main 
steel rebar Yield 
strength   

! Mild Steel 
Jacketing 
material property  
! Material 
reference number 
4 
 
 
MP,EX,4,2e5      
!modulus of 
elasticity 
MP,EY,4,2e4    
MP,EZ,4,2e4    
MP,PRXY,4,0.31     
!poission ratio    
MP,PRYZ,4,0.31  
MP,PRXZ,4,0.31  
MP,GXY,4,8e4     
!Shear Modulus 
MP,GYZ,4,5e4   
MP,GXZ,4,5e4   
  
MP,DENS,4,,7750      
!Density  
TB,BISO,4      
TBDATA,1,400,1000        
! 400 MPa Main 
steel rebar Yield 
strength   

! Stainless Steel 
Jacketing 
material property  
! Material 
reference number 
4 
 
 
MP,EX,4,1.93e5      
!modulus of 
elasticity 
MP,EY,4,2e4    
MP,EZ,4,2e4    
MP,PRXY,4,0.3     
!poission ratio    
MP,PRYZ,4,0.3  
MP,PRXZ,4,0.3  
MP,GXY,4,8.6e4     
!Shear Modulus 
MP,GYZ,4,5.3e4   
MP,GXZ,4,5.3e4   
  
MP,DENS,4,,8000      
!Density  
TB,BISO,4      
TBDATA,1,415,1000        
! 400 MPa Main 
steel rebar Yield 
strength   
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Steel reinforcement and meshing 

1) 
/prep7 
 
NUMCMP,LINE     ! 
compress line 
number 
NUMCMP,AREA     ! 
compress area 
number 
 
! Define discrete 
reinforcing 
sections 
! Longitudinal 
rebar section 
definition 
 
SECTYPE,1,REINF,DI
SC      ! Section 
reference#1 
SECDATA,2,804.25,m
esh        ! 
Section data; 
material 2, rebar 
x-sectional 32mm 
diameter area 
804.25mm2  
 
! Stirrup rebar 
section definition 
SECTYPE,2,REINF,DI
SC      ! Section 
reference#2   
SECDATA,3,113.1,me
sh      ! Section 
data; material 3, 
rebar x-sectional 
12mm diameterarea 
113.14mmm2  
 
! Slab steel  
section definition 
SECTYPE,3,REINF,DI
SC      ! Section 
reference#3   
SECDATA,3,201.06,m
esh      ! Section 

2)  
  
! creat reinf264 
elements; this are 
steel rebar elements 
automatically 
generated from 
placeholder mesh200 
elements 
! from base element 
185 
 
/eshape,1 
 
!!!nominal bar 
!Main rebar  
 
! creat one line 
element and copy paste 
into three location to 
get  
! four main rebars 
parallel to Y - axis 
 
! concrete cover 50mm  
 
k,1006,50,400,80                          
! creat key point 1000 
k,1007,12850*0.5,400,8
0                    ! 
creat key point 1001 
l,1006,1007                             
! creat line using 
above keypoints to 
generate one main 
rebar 1 parallel to Y 
axis  
 
*GET, nn16, LINE, 0, 
NUM, MAX, ,           
! assign nn10 = above 
created line number 
  
LSEL,S, , , nn16 
LGEN,2,all, , , ,415, 
, ,0 
LSEL,S, , , nn16 

3) 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!! 
!!!Top Slab bars 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!! 
 
! Slab bars  
spacing 250mm mm 
over the entire 
slab  length 
! creat Slab 
bars by creating 
line using 
keypoints 
! then copy 
paste the lines 
at stirrups 
spacing 
 
k,5005,70,780+35
+135,-1100                              
! creat key 
point 5005 
k,5006,70,780+35
+135,80                                 
! creat key 
point 5006 
k,5007,70,780+35
+135,200                            
! creat key 
point 5007 
 
                                                                              
 
l,5005,5006 
*GET, nn28, 
LINE, 0, NUM, 
MAX, ,           
! assign nn28 = 
above created 
line number 
l,5006,5007 
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data; material 3, 
rebar x-sectional 
16mm diameterarea 
201.06mmm2 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!Main rebar 
(bottom 1st layer)  
 
! creat one line 
element and copy 
paste into three 
location to get  
! four main rebars 
parallel to Y - 
axis 
 
! concrete cover 
50mm  
 
k,1000,50,80,80                          
! creat key point 
1000 
k,1001,12850*0.5,8
0,80                    
! creat key point 
1001 
l,1000,1001                              
! creat line using 
above keypoints to 
generate one main 
rebar 1 parallel 
to Y axis  
 
*GET, nn10, LINE, 
0, NUM, MAX, ,           
! assign nn10 = 
above created line 
number 
LSEL,S, , , nn10                           
! selected line 
numner nn1 
LGEN,2,all, , , , 
,80, ,0               
! copy paste line 
number nn1 to 
generate 
additional main 
rebars  

LGEN,2,all, , , 
,415+135, , ,0 
LSEL,S, , , nn16 
LGEN,2,all, , , ,140, 
, ,0 
LSEL,S, , , nn16 
LGEN,2,all, , , 
,415+135,240, ,0 
 
 
*GET, nn17, LINE, 0, 
NUM, MAX, ,   ! assign 
nn16 = above created 
line number 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!  
! Mesh nominal rebar 
et,200,200,2 ! 
mesh200 place holder 
   
! Mesh  
TYPE,   200    
MAT,       3 
REAL,    
ESYS,       0    
SECNUM, 2 
 
LSEL,S, , , nn16,nn17 
 
lesize,all,,,1  
LSEL,S, , , nn16,nn17 
lmesh,all 
 
/eshape,1 
 
esel,all 
nsel,all  
EREINF 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! 
! stirrups steel  
spacing 150mm mm over 
the entire beam  
length 
! creat stirrups by 
creating line using 
keypoints 

LSEL,S, , , 
nn28,nn28+24            
! selected line 
numner nn28 up 
nn20+50 
LGEN,25,all, , 
,250, , , ,0      
! copy paste 
line number nn28 
up nn20+50 to 
generate 
additional 50 
Slab bars at 
250mm spacing n 
y-direction 
 
 
*GET, nn29, 
LINE, 0, NUM, 
MAX, ,           
! assign nn21 = 
maximum above 
created line 
number 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!  
! Mesh Slab bars 
rebars 
et,200,200,2
 ! mesh200 
place holder 
 
! Mesh  
TYPE,   200    
MAT,       3 
REAL,    
ESYS,       0    
SECNUM, 2  
 
LSEL,S, , , 
nn28,nn29 
 
lesize,all,,,1
  
LSEL,S, , , 
nn28,nn29 
lmesh,all 
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*GET, nn11, LINE, 
0, NUM, MAX, ,   ! 
assign nn10 = 
above created line 
number 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  
! Mesh main rebar 
et,200,200,2
 ! mesh200 
place holder 
   
! Mesh  
TYPE,   200    
MAT,       2 
REAL,    
ESYS,       0    
SECNUM, 1  
 
LSEL,S, , , 
nn10,nn11 
 
lesize,all,,,1  
LSEL,S, , , 
nn10,nn11 
lmesh,all 
 
/eshape,1 
 
esel,all 
nsel,all  
EREINF 
!!!!Main rebar 2nd 
layer 
!Main rebar  
 
! creat one line 
element and copy 
paste into three 
location to get  
! four main rebars 
parallel to Y - 
axis 
 
! concrete cover 
50mm  
 

! then copy paste the 
lines at stirrups 
spacing 
 
k,2000,50,950,-100                                       
! creat key point 2000 
k,2001,50,950,80                                          
! creat key point 2001 
k,2002,50,950-135,80                                        
! creat key point 2002 
k,2003,50,950-135-
275,80                                      
! creat key point 2003 
k,2004,50,950-135-275-
140,80                                     
! creat key point 2004 
k,2005,50,950-135-275-
140-140,80                                   
! creat key point 2005 
k,2006,50,950-135-275-
140-140-90,80                                  
! creat key point 2006 
k,2007,50,950-135-275-
140-140-90-90,80                                 
! creat key point 2007 
k,2008,50,80,200                                          
!creat key point 2008 
                           
! creat key point 2015 
 
 
l,2000,2001 
*GET, nn20, LINE, 0, 
NUM, MAX, ,           
! assign nn20 = above 
created line number 
l,2001,2002 
l,2002,2003 
l,2003,2004 
l,2004,2005 
l,2005,2006 
l,2006,2007 
l,2007,2008 
 
 
LSEL,S, , , 
nn20,nn20+42            
! selected line numner 
nn20 up nn20+85 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!! 
 
! creat reinf264 
elements; this 
are steel rebar 
elements 
automatically 
generated from 
placeholder 
mesh200 elements 
! from base 
element 185 
 
/eshape,1 
 
esel,all 
nsel,all  
EREINF  
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!! 
esel,all 
NSEL,ALL 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!!Top Slab 
longtiudinal 
bars 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
!Slab Main rebar  
 
! creat one line 
element and copy 
paste into three 
location to get  
! four main 
rebars parallel 
to Y - axis 
 
! concrete cover 
50mm  
 
k,6005,50,780+35
+135,-1050                
! creat key 
point 6005 
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k,1002,785,170,80                          
! creat key point 
1000 
k,1003,12850*0.5,1
70,80              
! creat key point 
1001 
l,1002,1003                                
! creat line using 
above keypoints to 
generate one main 
rebar 1 parallel 
to Y axis  
 
*GET, nn12, LINE, 
0, NUM, MAX, ,           
! assign nn10 = 
above created line 
number 
LSEL,S, , , nn12                           
! selected line 
numner nn12 
LGEN,2,all, , , , 
,80, ,0                  
! copy paste line 
number nn1 to 
generate 
additional main 
rebars  
 
*GET, nn13, LINE, 
0, NUM, MAX, ,   ! 
assign nn12 = 
above created line 
number 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!  
! Mesh main rebar 
et,200,200,2
 ! mesh200 
place holder 
   
! Mesh  
TYPE,   200    
MAT,       2 
REAL,    
ESYS,       0    
SECNUM, 1  
 

LGEN,43,all, , ,150, , 
, ,0      ! copy paste 
line number nn20 up 
nn20+3 to generate 
additional 86 stirrups 
at 150mm spacing n y-
direction 
 
 
*GET, nn21, LINE, 0, 
NUM, MAX, ,           
! assign nn21 = 
maximum above created 
line number 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!  
! Mesh stirrups rebars 
et,200,200,2 ! 
mesh200 place holder 
 
! Mesh  
TYPE,   200    
MAT,       3 
REAL,    
ESYS,       0    
SECNUM, 2  
 
LSEL,S, , , nn20,nn21 
 
lesize,all,,,1  
LSEL,S, , , nn20,nn21 
lmesh,all 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
! creat reinf264 
elements; this are 
steel rebar elements 
automatically 
generated from 
placeholder mesh200 
elements 
! from base element 
185 
 
/eshape,1 
 
esel,all 
nsel,all  

k,6006,12850*0.5
,780+35+135,-
1050             
! creat key 
point 6008 
l,6005,6006                               
! creat line 
using above 
keypoints to 
generate one 
main rebar 1 
parallel to Y 
axis  
 
 
*GET, nn30, 
LINE, 0, NUM, 
MAX, ,           
! assign nn30 = 
above created 
line number 
 
 
LSEL,S, , , 
nn30,nn30+6            
! selected line 
numner nn30 up 
nn30+13 
LGEN,7,all, , , 
, ,190, ,0      
! copy paste 
line number nn30 
up nn30+13 to 
generate 
additional 14 
Slab bars at 
350mm spacing n 
y-direction 
 
 
*GET, nn31, 
LINE, 0, NUM, 
MAX, ,           
! assign nn31 = 
maximum above 
created line 
number 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  
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LSEL,S, , , 
nn12,nn13 
 
lesize,all,,,1  
LSEL,S, , , 
nn12,nn13 
lmesh,all 
 
/eshape,1 
 
esel,all 
nsel,all  
EREINF 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!  
!!!Main rebar 3rd 
layer 
!Main rebar  
 
! creat one line 
element and copy 
paste into three 
location to get  
! four main rebars 
parallel to Y - 
axis 
 
! concrete cover 
50mm  
 
k,1004,2595,170+90
,80                          
! creat key point 
1000 
k,1005,12850*0.5,1
70+90,80                    
! creat key point 
1001 
l,1004,1005                             
! creat line using 
above keypoints to 
generate one main 
rebar 1 parallel 
to Y axis  
 
*GET, nn14, LINE, 
0, NUM, MAX, ,           
! assign nn10 = 

EREINF  
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! 
esel,all 
NSEL,ALL 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! 
!!!inerconnection tie 
1 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
! tie steel  spacing 
150mm mm over the 
entire beam  length 
! creat stirrups by 
creating line using 
keypoints 
! then copy paste the 
lines at stirrups 
spacing 
 
k,3001,785,170,80                                                   
! creat key point 3000 
k,3002,785,170,80+80                                                
! creat key point 3001 
k,3003,785,170,200                                                  
! creat key point 3002 
 
 
l,3001,3002 
*GET, nn22, LINE, 0, 
NUM, MAX, ,           
! assign nn20 = above 
created line number 
l,3002,3003 
 
 
LSEL,S, , , 
nn22,nn22+35            
! selected line numner 
nn20 up nn20+72 
LGEN,36,all, , ,150, , 
, ,0      ! copy paste 
line number nn20 up 
nn20+72 to generate 
additional 57 tie at 

! Mesh main 
rebar 
et,200,200,2
 ! mesh200 
place holder 
   
! Mesh  
TYPE,   200    
MAT,       3 
REAL,    
ESYS,       0    
SECNUM, 2  
 
LSEL,S, , , 
nn30,nn31 
 
lesize,all,,,1
  
LSEL,S, , , 
nn30,nn31 
lmesh,all 
 
/eshape,1 
 
esel,all 
nsel,all  
EREINF 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!!bottom Slab 
longtiudinal 
bars 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
!Slab Main rebar  
 
! creat one line 
element and copy 
paste into three 
location to get  
! four main 
rebars parallel 
to Y - axis 
 
! concrete cover 
50mm  
 
k,7005,50,780+35
,-1050                
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above created line 
number 
LSEL,S, , , nn14                          
! selected line 
numner nn1 
LGEN,2,all, , , , 
,80, ,0                  
! copy paste line 
number nn1 to 
generate 
additional main 
rebars  
 
*GET, nn15, LINE, 
0, NUM, MAX, ,   ! 
assign nn14 = 
above created line 
number 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!  
! Mesh main rebar 
et,200,200,2
 ! mesh200 
place holder 
   
! Mesh  
TYPE,   200    
MAT,       2 
REAL,    
ESYS,       0    
SECNUM, 1  
 
LSEL,S, , , 
nn14,nn15 
 
lesize,all,,,1  
LSEL,S, , , 
nn14,nn15 
lmesh,all 
 
/eshape,1 
 
esel,all 
nsel,all  
EREINF 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!! 
 
 

190mm spacing n y-
direction 
 
 
*GET, nn23, LINE, 0, 
NUM, MAX, ,           
! assign nn21 = 
maximum above created 
line number 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  
! Mesh tie rebars 
et,200,200,2 ! 
mesh200 place holder 
 
! Mesh  
TYPE,   200    
MAT,       3 
REAL,    
ESYS,       0    
SECNUM, 2  
 
LSEL,S, , , nn22,nn23 
 
lesize,all,,,1  
LSEL,S, , , nn22,nn23 
lmesh,all 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
! creat reinf264 
elements; this are 
steel rebar elements 
automatically 
generated from 
placeholder mesh200 
elements 
! from base element 
185 
 
/eshape,1 
 
esel,all 
nsel,all  
EREINF  
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!! 
esel,all 
NSEL,ALL 

! creat key 
point 7005 
k,7006,12850*0.5
,780+35,-1050             
! creat key 
point 7008 
l,7005,7006                               
! creat line 
using above 
keypoints to 
generate one 
main rebar 1 
parallel to Y 
axis  
 
*GET, nn32, 
LINE, 0, NUM, 
MAX, ,           
! assign nn32 = 
above created 
line number 
 
LSEL,S, , , 
nn32,nn32+4            
! selected line 
numner nn32 up 
nn32+10 
LGEN,5,all, , , 
, ,250, ,0      
! copy paste 
line number nn32 
up nn32+10 to 
generate 
additional 11 
Slab bars at 
350mm spacing n 
y-direction 
 
 
*GET, nn33, 
LINE, 0, NUM, 
MAX, ,           
! assign nn31 = 
maximum above 
created line 
number 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  
! Mesh main 
rebar 
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!!!inerconnection 
tie 2 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!! 
 
! tie steel  
spacing 190mm mm 
over the entire 
beam  length 
! creat stirrups 
by creating line 
using keypoints 
! then copy paste 
the lines at 
stirrups spacing 
 
k,3005,2595,260,80                                                        
! creat key point 
3005 
k,3006,2595,260,80
+80                                                     
! creat key point 
3006 
k,3007,2595,260,20
0                                                  
! creat key point 
3007 
 
l,3005,3006 
*GET, nn24, LINE, 
0, NUM, MAX, ,           
! assign nn20 = 
above created line 
number 
l,3006,3007 
 
 
 
LSEL,S, , , 
nn24,nn24+24            
! selected line 
numner nn20 up 
nn20+50 
LGEN,25,all, , 
,150, , , ,0      
! copy paste line 
number nn20 up 
nn20+50 to 

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  
 
!!!Bottom Slab bars 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
! Slab bars  spacing 
350mm mm over the 
entire slab  length 
! creat Slab bars by 
creating line using 
keypoints 
! then copy paste the 
lines at stirrups 
spacing 
 
k,4005,70,780+35,-1100                                        
! creat key point 4005 
k,4006,70,780+35,80                                           
! creat key point 4006 
k,4007,70,780+35,200                                         
! creat key point 4007 
 
                                                                       
l,4005,4006 
*GET, nn26, LINE, 0, 
NUM, MAX, ,           
! assign nn20 = above 
created line number 
l,4006,4007 
 
 
LSEL,S, , , 
nn26,nn26+17            
! selected line numner 
nn20 up nn20+35 
LGEN,18,all, , ,350, , 
, ,0      ! copy paste 
line number nn20 up 
nn20+36 to generate 
additional 36 Slab 
bars at 350mm spacing 
n x-direction 
 
 

et,200,200,2
 ! mesh200 
place holder 
   
! Mesh  
TYPE,   200    
MAT,       3 
REAL,    
ESYS,       0    
SECNUM, 3  
 
LSEL,S, , , 
nn32,nn33 
 
lesize,all,,,1
  
LSEL,S, , , 
nn32,nn33 
lmesh,all 
 
/eshape,1 
 
esel,all 
nsel,all  
EREINF 
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generate 
additional 50 tie 
at 190mm spacing n 
y-direction 
 
 
*GET, nn25, LINE, 
0, NUM, MAX, ,           
! assign nn21 = 
maximum above 
created line 
number 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!  
! Mesh tie rebars 
et,200,200,2
 ! mesh200 
place holder 
 
! Mesh  
TYPE,   200    
MAT,       3 
REAL,    
ESYS,       0    
SECNUM, 2  
 
LSEL,S, , , 
nn24,nn25 
 
lesize,all,,,1  
LSEL,S, , , 
nn24,nn25 
lmesh,all 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!! 
 
 
esel,all 
nsel,all  
EREINF  
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!! 
esel,all 
NSEL,ALL 
 
 
 

*GET, nn27, LINE, 0, 
NUM, MAX, ,           
! assign nn21 = 
maximum above created 
line number 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  
! Mesh Slab bars 
rebars 
et,200,200,2 ! 
mesh200 place holder 
 
! Mesh  
TYPE,   200    
MAT,       3 
REAL,    
ESYS,       0    
SECNUM, 3  
 
LSEL,S, , , nn26,nn27 
 
lesize,all,,,1  
LSEL,S, , , nn26,nn27 
lmesh,all 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
! creat reinf264 
elements; this are 
steel rebar elements 
automatically 
generated from 
placeholder mesh200 
elements 
! from base element 
185 
 
/eshape,1 
 
esel,all 
nsel,all  
EREINF  
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
esel,all 
NSEL,ALL 
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/prep7 
 
!do not change this 
!following commands change base element into CPT215  
!this is because base element 185 do not support  
!coupled plasticity damage concrete material model 
!whereas CPT215 supports aforementioned material model 
 
ALLSEL,ALL   
ESEL,ALL 
ESEL,S,TYPE,,100 
EMODIF,ALL,TYPE,1, 
 
! delete Element 185 
ETDEL,100  
 
 

 

Boundary Condition and Solution 

/Solution 
 
! boundary conditions 
NSEL,S,LOC,Y,0  
NSEL,R,LOC,X,150, 
D,All,UY,0  
 
NSEL,S,LOC,Y,0  
NSEL,R,LOC,X,150, 
D,All,UX,0 
 
NSEL,S,LOC,Y,0  
NSEL,R,LOC,X,12750, 
D,All,UY,0 
 
! Symmetry boundary conditions 
NSEL,S,LOC,Z,200 
D,All,UZ,0              
 
! Symmetry boundary conditions 
NSEL,S,LOC,X,6450 
D,All,UX,0    
 
 

!!!!!!/GO 
!!!!!!DA,P51X,ALL, 
 
! Loadings 
NSEL,S,LOC,Y, 1000 
NSEL,R,LOC,X, 6450 
D,All,UY,-10             
 
 
TIME,1                      
 
NSUBST,50,100,15, on   
OUTRES,ALL,1    
!NEQIT,100                 ! WRITE 
ALL OUTPUT 
 
esel,all 
nsel,all 
 
SOLVE 
 
 
SAVE 
Finish 
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Result - 1 - concrete damage plots 

! concrete damage plots 
/POST1   
esel,s,Mat,,1    ! select concrete material 
/trlcy,elem,0 
 
SET,LAST 
plnsol,eppl,eqv  ! plot major cracks, equivalent plastic strain  
/wait,1          ! wait 1 second 
 
plnsol,mpdp,tota ! plot minor cracks  
/wait,1          ! wait 1 second 
 
esel,s,type,,201   
plnsol,eppl,eqv  ! plot steel rebars equivalent plastic strain  
/wait,1 

Result - 2 - new -load-deflection-plots 

1) finish 
/prep7 
 
! node at which mid-span deflection 
is read 
 
n_uy=NODE(6450,0,50)    
 
! loading nodes  
NSEL,S,LOC,Y, 0 
NSEL,R,LOC,X, 150 
CM,A1,NODE 
 
ALLSEL,ALL 
NSEL,S,LOC,Y, 0 
NSEL,R,LOC,X, 12750 
CM,A2,NODE 
 
ALLSEL,ALL   
CMGRP,A_ALL,A1,A2 
ALLSEL,ALL   
CMSEL,S,A_ALL 
 
*GET, n_min, NODE, 0, NUM, MIN, ,  
 
*GET, n_max, NODE, 0, NUM, MAX, ,  
 
*GET, n_count, NODE, 0, COUNT, , , 
 
  

2)finish 
/POST1 
SET,LAST 
 
finish 
/POST26 
NUMVAR, 200 
 
ii=n_min 
 
*do,i,1,n_count,1 
 
rforce,2, ii,F,Y,FY 
ADD, 3, 3, 2,,FYT,,,,0.002, 
 
iii=NDNEXT(ii) 
 
ii=iii 
 
*ENDDO 
NSOL,4,n_uy,U,Y,UY 
 
ABS,4,4,,,UY 
 
/AXlab,X,displacement [mm] 
/AXlab,Y,force [kN] 
XVAR, 4 
PLVAR, 3            
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